For over 50 years, Mortimer’s of Grantown on Spey has supplied fishing tackle, clothing and footwear to discerning sportsmen and women from all over the world. We stock every conceivable quality accessory including the full range of new and antique Hardy tackle together with a vast range of tackle and equipment from other manufacturers. We also hold a range of shooting accessories and ammunition and even have our very own ‘Mortimer’s’ range of single malt whisky. We are a dealer in optics by Swarovski Viking and Vortex and carry everything that you could possibly need for outdoor pursuits.

With a large selection of bronzes, we specialise in mail-order, just give us a call or visit our website where you can order on-line.

Supplying tackle, equipment and clothing is only part of our service. We also supply salmon fishing permits from the Strathspey Angling Association (see advert below). Tuition can be arranged with our experienced ghillies and with the use of the best tackle - hired from us!

Mortimer’s, 3 High Street, Grantown on Spey, Moray, Scotland PH26 3HB.
Tel: 01479 872 684  Email: contact@mortimersofspeyside.co.uk

www.mortimersofspeyside.co.uk

Strathspey Angling Improvement Association

Classic Salmon & Sea Trout Fishing

Often regarded as having the best association water in Britain, the SAIA is based in Grantown on Spey in the Cairngorms National Park and is administered from Mortimer’s of Speyside, (see above advert).

The SAIA enjoys 6½ miles of double bank fishing on the River Spey with 32 named pools. Additionally, with 12 miles of double bank fishing on the river Dulnain, which is a major tributary of the Spey, we have water to suit most anglers. Our water consistently produces excellent catches of both salmon and sea trout.

Anglers from all over Europe come to enjoy our fishing and many return annually to experience the thrill of the catch, the beauty of the countryside and the ambience of Speyside.

News, conditions and catches are updated regularly on our website, (below). This details full information about our association including tariffs. Additionally, we have our own brochure. Daily and weekly permits are always available. Come and join us.

S.A.I.A.
Mortimer’s, 3 High Street,
Grantown on Spey, Moray PH26 3HB
Tel: 01479 872 684
Email: contact@mortimersofspeyside.co.uk

www.speyfishing-grantown.co.uk
Scotland has incredible, world-class fishing set in some of the most beautiful scenery that you could ever hope to visit.

With something to suit all ages and ability levels, fantastic accommodation, and a warm welcome that’s second to none, it’s the ultimate fishing holiday destination.

Types of fishing

9 **Salmon** Discover why Scotland is the salmon fishing capital of the world.
15 **Sea trout** Explore Scotland’s magnificent sea trout fishing.
18 **Brown trout** An introduction to some of the best wild brown trout fishing in the world.
22 **Rainbow trout** When it comes to fishing for rainbow trout, Scotland’s waters are second to none.
31 **Grayling** Discover the world of Scotland’s grayling fishing.
32 **Coarse fishing** Uncover the greatest pike fishing spots and other highlights of coarse fishing.
39 **Sea fishing** Sea fishing in Scotland is incredible from boat or from shore.
43 **Start fishing** A few helpful hints and tips on how to start angling.
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Scotland is the true spiritual home of angling and it offers genuinely world-class fishing for the whole spectrum of game, coarse and sea species. This fantastic fishing is spread the length and breadth of the islands and mainland and nearly all of it is easily accessible to the visiting angler.

The only ‘problem’ with coming here to fish is choosing where to go as you will quite simply be spoilt for choice. For sea anglers we have a coastline that is over 18,000 km long and nearly all of it is freely accessible. Fancy a bit of loch fishing? Well, you’re going to have to choose from over 31,000 of them. And, no, that is not a typo. They range in size from small, intimate waters to massive lochs such as lochs Awe, Lomond and Ness. Loch Ness is particularly famous as it may (or may not) be the home to a rather large monster. It’s also worth noting that just this one loch contains nearly double the volume of water of all the lakes in England and Wales combined. For rivers we have around 380 that get runs of salmon and seemingly countless miles of river trout fishing. We’ve simply got so much fishing availability that fishing areas rarely get busy. In fact there are many areas in the north west of Scotland where, if the fish are not biting or you see another angler, the local advice is usually to simply choose another loch.

There’s more to a perfect fishing holiday than just fishing though and easy travel, welcoming accommodation and tasty food and drink are equally important. Once again, Scotland has got that covered and covered in style. We have an excellent transport network and most visitors comment on how uncongested the roads are in comparison to what they normally experience at home. One ‘complaint’ some less appreciative drivers have had, is needing to slow down as there were too many deer wandering across the road!

You’ll be able to find whatever type of accommodation you’d like and in most price ranges. Self-catering accommodation is particularly popular and can range from glamping pods, through uniquely designed and environmental friendly houses to your very own castle, with turrets and all. Bed and breakfast accommodation is also extremely popular as it allows you to get a real feel for local life. If you fancy a bit of pampering there is everything from local inns through boutique hotels to the grandeur of world famous, five star hotels.

Whilst you’re relaxing in your accommodation it’s the perfect time to sample Scotland’s amazing range of world-famous whiskies. Alternatively try our incredible range of artisan gin - it’s a little known fact that Scotland actually produces 70% of all UK gin. Or how about trying our locally brewed craft beers that are quickly gaining a world-wide reputation. If none of that is your thing you can always just snuggle up with the perfect cup of tea – it’s the Scottish water that does it.

Last, but most definitely not least, we have food. Lots of it. Scots love their food and no wonder as the country is world famous for the quality of its produce.
Fishing in Scotland can be fantastic, and there are plenty of resources at hand to help you get the most out of it.

Fin Wilson, writer/journalist
A short 5 minute drive from Junction 3 on the M90 motorway, Angling Active Dunfermline is a massive one level superstore that serves fishing enthusiasts from across Fife and beyond.

This store includes a unique boat and bivvy display, with over 500 rods and over 250 reels on show.

We also offer price matching and pride ourselves on our knowledgable and friendly staff.

www.anglingactive.co.uk

Open Mon-Fri: 9am - 5.30pm  Sun: 10am - 4pm

Agricultural Centre FK9 4RN  Tel: 01796 430400

On the A84, just off the M9 motorway at Junction 10, Angling Active Stirling is a massive two level fishing superstore.

We have a riverside location in the heart of Scotland, right next to the river Teith so you can try out any rod in-store before you buy!

We pride ourselves on our knowledgable and friendly staff and provide price matching in-store.

We also sell local permits in-store for most trossachs waters.
Fantastic seafood, grass-reared beef and lamb, magnificent vegetables and simply incredible soft fruit. Good eating places are widespread and range from Michelin starred, world famous restaurants, through independently owned local bistro's to the best fish and chips in the world. Okay, we’re a bit biased with that one – but you might just end up agreeing! All tastes are looked after and even the most remote eateries normally cater well for vegetarians and vegans.

Unlike many other countries, Scotland does not have a national rod licence system and therefore all you need to do, if fishing in freshwater, is get a permit from the owner of the fishing. The only exception to this is the Border Esk where you need an English Environment Agency rod licence, as well as your permit, even although a lot of the river is actually in Scotland. If you want to fish in the sea, for sea fish, you don’t need a permit and it’s just a case of grabbing your rod and going fishing. If you want to fish in the sea (including sea pools) for salmon or sea trout you must get a permit. It’s actually illegal to fish for salmon or sea trout in any part of the sea within 1.5 km of the mean low tide mark without a permit.

Anglers with disabilities are well catered for at many of Scotland’s fisheries. This is especially so at numerous commercial trout and coarse fisheries where access has been designed with disabilities in mind and fishing platforms are available. A good number of the larger commercial trout fisheries also provide purpose-built ‘wheely boats’ which are designed to accommodate wheelchairs. If you want to try salmon fishing the River Tweed also has a ‘wheely boat’ that can be used on various salmon beats on the river. In this case you’ll go out on the river with a specially trained boatman.

Catch and release fishing for all species of sea and freshwater fish is widely practised throughout Scotland and in some cases it’s the law or a condition of the permit. Even where the killing of fish is allowed, the sight of large bags of dead fish is very strongly frowned upon by everyone. If allowed, you can obviously take a couple home for dinner but everything else should be carefully released.

Salmon fishing is available somewhere in the country between 11 January and 30 November, inclusive, each year. Sunday fishing for salmon and sea trout is not allowed by law. The timing of runs can vary quite considerably between rivers and therefore some research is needed to make sure you’re there at the right time. This type of fishing is not just for the rich and famous and permits can cost as little as around £20 a day – with every chance of catching a fish.

If you’re after wild brown trout, Scotland is as good as it gets. Loch fishing is everywhere and river fishing is more to the east and, very roughly, south of Inverness. We have everything from...
Built in 1893, where the rivers Fiddich and Spey come together, the small 26-room hotel stands at the heart of Speyside and its malt whisky trail. Macallan and Aberlour are two of the hotel’s closest neighbours.

Speyside is home to some of the finest produce in Scotland including, organic Aberdeen Angus beef, fresh fish from the Moray Firth, Walkers Shortbread and wild venison. Wild salmon fishing on the Spey with our local Gillie is but a short walk from the hotel’s doorstep; from which many guests return year after year.

Copper Dog – simply for those who love a great pub. The Quaich, founded in 1893, is the world’s leading whisky bar. It houses over 900 single-malt whiskies from across the globe.

Ness-Side offers prime Atlantic salmon fishing along a mile stretch of the River Ness.

There are three beats of exclusive double bank fishing for six rods. This includes the use of two boats at the Gillies discretion.

Situated within the well-established and maintained estate is a first rate fishing hut with outstanding facilities. A resident Gillie is on hand to provide knowledge and guidance of the water at Ness-Side.

Ness Side Estate, Dores Road, Inverness, Scotland IV2 6DH

T: 01463 237816
M: 07587 187495
E: info@ness-side.com

www.ness-side.com

The Scottish Fisheries Museum
Boats, fish and folk...

Facing Anstruther’s picturesque harbour, the Scottish Fisheries Museum tells the fascinating story of the Scottish fishing industry in stunning detail.

www.scotfishmuseum.org

See our website for public transport links & detailed access information
pan-sized breakfast trout to monsters in the 20lbs – 30lbs range. The choice is yours. Bank or river permits can seem ridiculously cheap at around £8 - £10 per day but in this case price is not a reflection of quality. We just have so much incredible trout fishing and relatively few anglers. The season runs from 15 March to 6 October, inclusive.

Our pike fishing is arguable the best in Europe. Angling pressure is very light and the fighting qualities of these pike are world renowned. 20lb fish are quite common and it needs to hit 30lb to raise local eyebrows. Catch and release is expected for all pike and there is no legal close season.

Rainbow trout are Scotland’s most popular game fish and are only stocked into commercial stillwaters. Expect an average size of around 2lbs with doubles being pretty common. Fish over 30lbs have been caught. There’s no legal close season.

The sea fishing opportunities seem almost endless with everything from bass and flatties to monster skate and shark. Angling pressure is surprisingly light and many great shore marks hardly see an angler from year to year.

There’s no real doubt in my mind that Scotland is my favourite fishing destination.

Paul Whitehouse, actor, writer and comedian
GROGARRY LODGE FISHING PACKAGE

BROWN TROUT PACKAGE
March - September

SALMON/SEA TROUT PACKAGE
July - October

MIXED PACKAGE
July - September
Prices start from £7200
Dinner, Bed & Breakfast
Minimum of 8 guests (4 boats) required.

T: 01878 700101 | E: info@grogarrylodge.com | W: www.grogarrylodge.com
Salmon

Scotland is the original home of Atlantic salmon fishing and offers one of the best fishing experiences anywhere in the world.

Seasons: There are varying open and close season dates for salmon fishing on the major systems in Scotland. However, it is possible to fish somewhere in Scotland from 11 January to 30 November inclusive. Fishing for salmon on a Sunday is prohibited.

www.visitscotland.com/fish
Loch Tay Fish ‘N’ Trips

We can organise your stay to incorporate fishing for salmon, trout or pike.
All you need to bring with you is a packed lunch, a flask and waterproofs.
I will provide boat, fishing rights, rods, tackle and life jackets. I can also accommodate your wishes to salmon fish on the rivers, to fly fish for trout on local rivers and hill lochs, pike fishing with the fly and fly casting tuition for those who are keen to learn or for those who wish to ‘brush-up’ on their skills.

Whether a beginner or an experienced angler, I will take you out on my boat and cover the West End of Loch Tay to troll for salmon.
I am happy to organise accommodation for you and arrange meals at the local restaurants.

Grant Tigwell, Drumnalarig, Killin, Perthshire FK21 8TX
Mobile: 07967 567 347
Email: lochtayfishntrips@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.lochtayfishntrips.co.uk
Scotland has one of the world’s longest Atlantic salmon seasons with the timing of the runs varying depending on the river. The actual season runs from 11 January to 30 November, inclusive, with each river setting its own opening and closing times within these parameters.

Nearly all salmon fishing in Scotland is in private ownership with multiple owners on a specific river. Unlike most other salmon fishing countries, Scotland does not have a national rod licence system but you must have a permit from the owner before starting to fish. The one exception is the Border Esk where an English Environment Agency rod licence is required, plus your permit. Please note that fishing for salmon or sea trout is not allowed, by law, on a Sunday. However it’s perfectly legal to fish for other species on that day, although local permit restrictions may apply.

The Scottish Government carries out an annual grading of all salmon rivers in the interests of good conservation. The grading levels range from 1 to 3. Catch and release is mandatory on all Grade 3 rivers and local rules may also require this on other grades as well. On buying your permit all conditions will be fully explained. If your fishing comes with a ghillie (guide) the ghillie will keep you right. On top of this it’s illegal to kill any salmon before 1 April each year. This law is there to conserve spring salmon stocks, in that the more fish that are returned alive to the water, the more that will eventually spawn. Most anglers are perfectly happy with these restrictions on killing salmon and this is clearly shown by the fact that in 2018 (latest available figures) 93% of all the salmon caught in Scotland were released.

The most common method of angling for salmon is fly-fishing and most waters make it a rule. If you prefer spinning you’ll find it’s still widely carried out, especially on the larger rivers or when the water is running high. The availability of worm fishing is far more restricted but it is allowed in certain areas. Some rivers no longer allow treble hooks on flies or with tubes and some request that barbless hooks are used.

Contrary to popular belief, salmon fishing is not the preserve of the wealthy and most waters are freely available for modest fees on day or weekly permits. Yes, many places get booked up very quickly but the same can be said for everything. Cost doesn’t need to be high and around £25 to £50 a day can get you excellent fishing with every chance of a salmon or two. The hardest bit will be choosing where to go, as we have around 380 rivers that have runs of salmon, not to mention myriad lochs.

One of the best ways to access fantastic value-for-money salmon fishing is through Scotland’s extensive network of angling club waters. The clubs are spread throughout the length and breadth of the country and welcome visitors. It would be a mistake to assume that because they are club waters the fishing can’t be that good. Many clubs have yearly catches that would put many private waters to shame – and they charge a lot less!

A good example is the Wick Angling Association which controls over 10

Scotland has some of the most famous salmon rivers in the world and every year anglers from across the globe come to visit. Not sure when to visit for the best chance of a fish? Check online as many beats publish five year catch averages, broken down into months. Use these figures as a guide though, as conditions can vary from year to year.

fishpal.com/salmon.html
We offer an extensive selection of fishing tackle to suit everyone. Backed by comprehensive local knowledge, with daily river updates and a passion for fishing you will not find a higher level of value, choice, customer service and the best equipment and expertise you can trust.

Henderson’s Country Sports, 6 Castle Street, Turriff, Aberdeenshire, AB53 4BJ
E: info@hendersonscountrysports.co.uk
T: 01888 562 428

www.hendersonscountrysports.co.uk

CULLIGRAN
Glen Strathfarrar

Salmon and trout fishing (fly only) by daily permit on the River Farrar (5 miles).
The Estate offers a choice of chalet or cottage accommodation (www. culligrancottages.co.uk) - alternatively
The Cnoc Hotel is within one mile.

Here is the catch!
Come for a cast and this glen will cast a spell over you... Magic!
Brochure & price list on request.
Frank & Juliet Spencer-Nairn
Culligran Estate & Cottages,
Struy, Beauly, Inverness IV4 7JX
Tel / Fax: 01463 761 285
Email: info@culligranfishing.co.uk
Website: fishpal.com/Scotland/Beauly/Culligran

Friars Carse Hotel

Country House Hotel set alongside 1.5 miles of our own private fishing on the river Nith. Offering all the facilities for the angler along with good food and drink. Fishing bookable at time of making your reservation on a day basis. Instruction available. Open all year for accommodation and fishing.

01387 740388 • fcevents@pofr.co.uk
WWW.FRIARSCARSE.CO.UK

Nestled in an exclusive wooded estate, next to the historic Abbey, Dryburgh Abbey Hotel is a very special Country House Hotel. The hotel sits right on the banks of the River Tweed, widely recognised as one of the best and most consistent salmon rivers in Europe. The hotel has excellent rod and drying rooms and meal times are flexible to suit the season and your own preferences.

Hotel guests can fly fish for trout and grayling (in season) within the hotel grounds at no extra cost.

T: 01835 822 281
E: enquiries@dryburgh.co.uk
www.dryburgh.co.uk

Skeabost

The River Snizort is the most celebrated river on the Isle of Skye with it’s 12 beats offering opportunity for Salmon, Sea Trout and Brown Trout fishing. Skeabost House is located at the mouth of the river offering fishing permits, delicious food and elegant accommodation.

SALMON FISHING AND ACCOMMODATION AT BALLOGIE ESTATE, DEESIDE

Warm Scottish hospitality and the finest salmon fishing go hand in hand at Ballogie Estate. Scotland is one of the finest salmon fishing destinations in Europe, and the River Dee in Aberdeenshire is a lure for fly fishing enthusiasts from all over the world. Ballogie is a family owned Estate in the heart of Royal Deeside where you will enjoy both the fishing and the warm Scottish hospitality we offer.

The Estate has a selection of unique accommodation set in beautiful and varied locations around the estate. We cater for groups both large and small.

Find out more at www.ballogie-estate.co.uk
Tel: 013398 86497 | Ballogie Estate Office, Ballogie, Abuyne AB34 5DS
miles of the River Wick. This relatively slow-moving river, which does depend on rain, allows fishing by fly, worm or spinner on over 40 named pools. Visitor permits are available at only £30 per day or £120 per week and when the river is on form the fishing can rival anywhere in the country. The highly respectable average catch is around 400 salmon per annum. However if there is a wet summer, catches can be nearly double this and in fact the catch for 2019 was around 900. Club members are well known to be extremely helpful towards visiting anglers.

If you’d prefer to fish a private and more exclusive water (beat) the cost of a day’s fishing will start to rise. On many beats you will also get the services of a ghillie, lunch huts, well maintained banks and paths and the place will never feel crowded. Ghillies are true professionals and are there to make sure you have a great day out. They will do everything they can to help you get a fish but always remember that their word is law and you should always treat them with the respect they deserve. It’s the accepted etiquette in Scottish salmon fishing that the ghillie is given a tip at the end of your fishing. As a general guide, prices (ex tip) on private waters start around £50 - £80 per angler per day. If you’re wanting to fish during the prime time you can expect to pay anything from £100 - £350 per angler per day, or more. Some might think this a bit expensive but this gives you an exclusive Atlantic salmon fishing experience that is on par with anywhere in the world. It should also be noted that some of these beats are only fished by between two and four anglers a day, six days of the week, yet they individually can catch more salmon in a year than whole rivers in other countries.

Scotland’s most famous salmon rivers are the Dee, Spey, Tay and Tweed but there are many other ‘lesser’ rivers that, on their day, can out-fish the famous ‘Big Four’.

The River Dee is world famous for the quality of its spring fly-fishing. The Spey is a classic fly river that is incredibly popular and availability can disappear very quickly. The Tay is the biggest river by volume in the UK, and Scotland’s longest, and although much of the fishing is spinning from boats there is also marvellous fly water. The Tweed opens on 1 February with runs really starting to build from April onwards. You can spin from mid-February to mid-September and otherwise it’s fly only.
BORROBOL COTTAGES

Your own rowing boat for the week on Sutherland’s renowned Loch Ascaig, with fly fishing for wild brown trout included while you stay in one of two estate cottages with spectacular moorland views.

Sleeping 4 or 6 from £466 a week.

Kinbrace, Sutherland KW11 6UB
T: 01431 831264 | 07745 824881
E: bookings@borrobolcottages.co.uk
www.borrobolcottages.co.uk

EDNAM HOUSE HOTEL

EDNAM HOUSE OCCUPIES A PRIME SPOT ON THE RIVER TWEED OVERLOOKING THE JUNCTION POOL, ONE OF THE MOST CELEBRATED SALMON BEATS IN THE UK.

Safe storage of your equipment and your catch, drying room and contact with experts to ensure you have the best advice on choosing a beat, hiring your tackle and timing your trip.

Long season running from 1st February until 30th November.

Close by you can also enjoy trout and grayling fishing.

BOOK DIRECT for the best rates

01573 224168
contact@ednamhouse.com • www.ednamhouse.com
Bridge Street, Kelso, Roxburghshire, TD5 7HT

Scotland’s leading providers of salmon and trout fishing experiences in the heart of Royal Deeside.

Based on the River Dee, Wil and Al run a dedicated fly fishing school and both are fishing guides & certified casting instructors.

With an infectious passion for the sport, they will help you make your first step into the world of fly fishing in a supportive learning environment or progress your skills and techniques to the next level and help you break up for that next special trip.

SHARING YOUR JOURNEY FROM FIRST CAST TO FIRST FISH!

Follow us:
f @twinpeakesflyfishing
www.twinpeakesflyfishing.com
info@twinpeakesflyfishing.com

EDNAM HOUSE HOTEL

www.ednamhouse.com

Activities

• Fly fishing for wild brown trout from a rowing boat on Loch Ascaig.
• Canoeing and Kayaking on Loch Ascaig.
• Swimming from the small, sandy beach on Loch Ascaig where the shallow water is ideal for small children.
• Bicycling on the five mile estate track to the desert west end of Borrobol (bicycles not supplied).

• Walking with astonishing views and 360° horizons.
• Bird watching, Borrobol is at a crossroads for migrating birds. In these unique peatlands you will also see our many moorland birds.
• Catch a wild brown trout, paddle a kayak, hike a deserted track, spy an eagle, run your dog and wind up by a log fire.

www.ednamhouse.com

www.highlandangling.co.uk

07867895354
andy@highlandangling.co.uk
Sea Trout

Our sea trout are found in lochs and rivers and these muscle-packed fish are renowned for their fighting ability and acrobatic jumps.

The sea trout is held very close to the heart of many anglers and is often called the ultimate game fish. Although the species seems to be in decline throughout Europe, good numbers are still taken in Scotland. In 2018 (last available figures), over 13,600 sea trout and 7,600 finnock, which are fish that have spent less than one year at sea, were caught. Of these 90% of sea trout and 96% of finnock were returned alive. These figures are down on the previous year but 2018 suffered from poor fishing conditions due to prolonged drought and hot, sunny weather.

Sea pool fishing can be great but, contrary to popular belief, you still need a permit and without one it’s a criminal offence.

The sea trout season varies from river to river. Many east coast rivers peak in May/June/July whilst the Outer Hebrides, north west and north Highland coasts peak in July/August/September, with the chance of fresh fish right up until the end of the season.

**Seasons:** The sea trout season matches that of the salmon. However, the main runs generally take place from around May until September. This varies from river to river and is always best to check locally. Many rivers support a run of large sea trout in the early part of this period. Fishing for sea trout on a Sunday is prohibited.

www.visitscotland.com/fish

---

When boat fishing on a loch for sea trout a floating line is mostly used. However during late September and especially October attaching a five foot, fast sink polyleader can often save a blank day. This is especially so if a strong wind is blowing.

fishpal.com/seatrout.html
Peace
and
Tranquillity

Inshewan, South Esk, Angus
Brown Trout

Arguably the best wild brown trout fishing experience in Europe, if not the world, Scotland has everything. Unbelievable numbers of trout in every possible size in our lochs and rivers, incredible scenery and no crowds. The trout fishing holiday of a lifetime?

Our wild brown trout fishing really is as good as it was in ‘the good old days’. Some say it’s even better now! We have over 31,000 lochs, nearly all of which contain trout, and hundreds and hundreds of miles of incredible rivers and streams that are just waiting for you to cast a fly over.

The official season for brown trout is from 15 March to 6 October, inclusive. However, local regulations may mean that the season can open later and close earlier. Unlike with salmon and sea trout, fishing on a Sunday for brown trout is perfectly legal in Scotland. Having said that, local regulations may not allow this. It’s just a case of checking with your permit provider.

Fly-fishing is the most popular method of fishing and in most cases is stipulated on the permit. However, there is significant availability if you want to worm or spin. Please note that live baiting with vertebrates is illegal in Scotland.

There is an urban myth that wild brown trout fishing is free in Scotland. This is not the case and in many instances the simple act of fishing without permission is actually a criminal offence. The good news is that nearly all of the brown trout fishing in Scotland is widely available and at permit costs that can seem incredibly great value to many visitors. Never fall into the trap of thinking that low-cost trout fishing in Scotland can’t be that good. It’s inexpensive because we simply have so much good fishing and, relatively speaking, so few anglers. A reasonable average cost of a daily bank permit would be in the £5 - £10 range. If you’re fishing in the north west of the country it is perfectly normal to have a whole loch to yourself – every day of the holiday. If you want a boat on a loch there will be an additional charge. In Scotland there is no government rod licence system and therefore all you need is a permit from the owner of the fishing. The one exception to this is the Border Esk, where you will also need an English Environment Agency rod licence.

In Scotland most trout fishing is in private ownership but this does not mean that...
permits will not be easily available. We also have an amazing network of angling clubs that own or lease waters and will more than happily sell permits to visiting anglers. For many visitors these clubs are a first port of call and rightly so. Not only do they sell permits, but they can be a mine of local information on where to go, or not go, depending on the conditions or time of year.

So, where do you go for the best fishing? If you’re a river angler then you want to head for the east coast rivers south of Inverness or those on both coasts south of Glasgow and Edinburgh. The rivers of Aberdeenshire, Borders, Perthshire and Speyside are particularly famous for the quality of their brown trout. The River Annan in the south of Scotland is especially noted for its technical fishing for wild trout in the 4lb – 6lb range. Catch and release is expected at all times. On nearly all rivers the prime time for trout is April to June. Later in the year evening fishing is best and, as with everywhere in the UK, August can be problematic due to high water temperatures. Many of our trout rivers are also salmon rivers but access is often freely available through local angling clubs. The etiquette here is that trout anglers always give way to salmon anglers. If this simple rule (and a touch of common sense and politeness) is followed there is never any conflict. As salmon fishing is illegal on a Sunday it’s often the case that these rivers also stop brown trout fishing on that day.

For loch anglers the choice of venue is even greater. Basically where there is a loch there are probably trout. However some areas are better than others and, as usual,
It’s simply a case of doing a bit of research in advance.

For sheer numbers of trout and a unique fishing experience the place to head for is north west Sutherland. Here you’ll find more lochs than you could probably fish in three lifetimes and they all contain wild trout. Many would argue that pound for pound, this area provides the hardest fighting ‘brownies’ to be found anywhere. The lochs contain everything from pan-sized fish to genuine monsters in the teens to twenty of pounds. If conditions are good, catches can reach the realms of fantasy. Boat fishing can regularly produce bags of 40 – 60 trout. By this we mean 40 to 60 trout per angler per day. Tackle wise you’ll get most enjoyment if you use rods in the #4 - #5, 10 foot range. Most days all you’ll need is a floating line and size #10 flies. Big and bushy on the bob and something flashy on the tail. Locals say small flies catch small fish and they are probably right. These lochs are far north and need time to warm up. Because of this good fishing doesn’t really get going until May, and June and July are the prime months. Many of the lochs also have huge mayfly hatches at that time of year.

The Outer Hebrides are world famous for the quality of their brown trout fishing and everyone should visit here at least once. Basically all the trout fishing in lochs and boats are most popular. The Machair lochs on the Outer Hebrides are world famous for the quality of the trout. These are clear, shallow and fertile lochs situated right on the edge of the sea and are an experience not to be missed. May and June are arguably the best months. Fishing these lochs in a strong breeze with trout in the 2lb – 3lb range coming freely to your fly will live with you forever. Once again it’s big flies, a floating line and ideally a rod in the #5 - #6, 10 foot range.

If you tire of the Machair (can anyone tire of the Machair?) you can head a bit inland and you’ll find seemingly countless other trout lochs just waiting to be fished. You know you’ll have to return.

First time fishing the Ness and will certainly not be my last. No fish caught but every cast was ripe with anticipation and the feeling the line would tighten at any moment.

Mr Marshall, visitor to River Ness, Inverness
Rainbow Trout

Scotland is the home to fantastic rainbow trout fishing, from boat or bank, and set in stunning and easily accessible scenery.

Rainbow trout first came to Scotland from North America around 1888. Although extensively stocked in many lochs since then they’ve never managed to establish self-sustaining populations. No one is really sure why. Because of this all the lochs where they exist have to be stocked annually to allow fishing to take place. Having said that, the quality of stock fish is so high these days that once they’ve been in the water for a few weeks you’d be hard pushed to tell them from wild fish. It’s worth noting that rainbows are never stocked into rivers, so if you’re after that sort of fishing you’ll need to stick with brown trout.

In the last 50 years or so the popularity of rainbow fishing has soared and it’s now the most popular game fish in Scotland by a mile. Fisheries range from small ponds to large lochs and fishing is done by boat or bank, depending on the venue. These fisheries are spread throughout mainland Scotland, with most of them being found within an easy and quick drive from the main centres of population. However, nearly all of the waters are set in beautiful rural countryside.

Most of the fisheries have a fly-fishing only rule, but there is ample opportunity for bait fishing. It’s just a case of checking the rules for your chosen fishery before you go. Unlike most other countries, there is no national rod licence scheme in Scotland and all you have to do is buy a permit before starting to fish. Unlike salmon fishing, rainbow fishing is perfectly legal in Scotland on a Sunday and it’s often the busiest day of the week at fisheries. We also have no close season for rainbows and therefore fishing is possible every month of the year. Generally speaking the physically larger fisheries shut over the winter for economic reasons but the smaller ones are nearly all open most days of the year.

Anglers with disabilities are particularly well catered for at many of these fisheries and there are often specially adapted

Seasons: There is no official close season for rainbow trout and many fisheries remain open all year. Check specific dates with the owner of the fishery when making a booking.

www.visitscotland.com/fish
Loch Bhac, Pitlochry, Perthshire

Release of rainbow trout

Rainbow Trout

Release of rainbow trout
fishing platforms and easy access. Several of the larger, boat-only fisheries have ‘wheely boats’ which can be specifically booked for use by wheelchair users at no extra charge. In fact the Lake of Menteith fishery actually reduces the regular price for a ‘wheely boat’.

Visiting anglers often worry about what tackle to take with them on holiday. However, if you already fish for rainbows your normal tackle will in all probability be fine. The same goes for your normal flies and lures. If you’re still not sure either check out the Tackle and Clothing page in this guide or phone the fishery you intend to visit and they’ll explain everything.

Although midges can be a pest in some parts of Scotland, most rainbow fisheries are in areas where the issue is not significant. Stick a bottle of midge repellent in your pocket but you probably won’t need it. What is worth remembering is that our weather can change very quickly and therefore it’s important to dress on the layer principle and make sure you have good waterproofs with you. If boat fishing, the wearing of a life jacket is very strongly recommended at all times and many boat fisheries have it as a rule.

Scotland is probably best known for its large water rainbow fisheries and the most famous is the Lake of Menteith. It’s often called the only lake in Scotland but in fact there are a number of others. What is true is that it’s a top fishery in world terms; it is set in magnificent scenery and should be on every visiting angler’s list. However, there are a number of other large water fisheries that are equally productive and exciting to visit.

Nearly all the fishing on large waters is from drifting boats, with or without a drogue. Any bank fishing will almost definitely be from natural banks and therefore chest waders will probably be needed. Permits are usually sold per session and not from dawn to dusk, as can be the case in other countries. May to August will normally have a day and an evening session and the rest of the season will just be a day session. Many fisheries sell permits for single anglers so you’ll be okay if you’re on holiday on your own. Catch and release permits are widely available and expect a fish average of 2lb plus, with fish up to double figures.

Most boat fisheries close for the winter and therefore their trout seasons are roughly from mid-March to mid-October. As they’re all very popular, advance booking is very strongly advised.

For lovers of smaller waters the visiting angler is almost spoilt for choice. The great advantage of these waters is that you can nearly always get a permit for just a couple of hours or the whole day, depending on your available time or mood. Catch and release permits are widely available. Expect an average weight of 2lb to 3lb, or more, with the potential of fish well into double figures.

Insider Tip

Although Scotland is situated at a northern latitude rainbow lochs heat up just like their southern neighbours. This means that the higher water temperatures of August can force the fish deeper during the day. If you intend to visit at that time don’t forget to pack a good, fast sinking line. Better safe than sorry!

30lb rainbows have been caught! These fisheries normally have toilets, shelters, hot drinks and sometimes even tackle shops. The autumn and winter months can provide extremely good fishing even though the days are shorter.
Lake of Menteith, Stirling

Orchill Trout Fishery, Dunblane

Rainbow trout

Lake of Menteith, Stirling
Fisheries

Fisheries to visit.

For one of the best and most popular ways to fish in Scotland, a visit to one of the country’s world-class fisheries comes very highly recommended. These pages showcase some of the best fisheries in the country and there are plenty of reasons why you should consider trying them out.

First and foremost, many commercial fisheries remain open and stocked all year round, with no close season. This means you don’t have to give up the sport you love, regardless of the time of year.

Many fisheries also have wheelchair access and fishing platforms, and some provide ‘wheely boats’, ensuring that angling is an activity that really is accessible to everyone.

During any given day, you’ll find novice and experienced anglers alike taking to boat and shore to try their luck, more often than not succeeding given the fact they are run for fishermen, by fishermen.

Best of all, they offer great value for money and nestle in some of the country’s most scenic and beautiful areas, so be sure to have a look around wherever you go.

### Burnhouse Lochan

- Positioned in a beautiful red deer park our high quality 2 acre fly fishing lochan offers anglers bank/boat fishing in peace and tranquillity to enjoy their sport whilst being situated in the heart of the busy central belt of Scotland. We only buy grade “A” hard fighting rainbow, blue, brown and tiger trout, stocked on a daily basis. Rod hire and tuition, plus a good selection of flies, are available in the Scandinavian style lodge, plus a range of light snacks. A friendly atmosphere welcomes our local regular anglers, plus well-travelled and foreign visitors, with free tea and coffee. Visit us on Facebook - search for: Burnhouse Lochan Fishery.

**Burnhouse Farm, Bonnybridge FK4 2HH**
Tel: 01324 840404
Email: info@burnhouse-fishery.co.uk
www.burnhouse-fishery.co.uk

### Craufurdland Fishery

- Stocked with brown, blue and rainbow trout ranging from 2 lb to 18 lb, beautifully maintained, Craufurdland Fishery is a peaceful tree lined 6 1⁄2 acre site on Craufurdland Estate, in between Fenwick and Kilmarnock, in East Ayrshire. 36 pegs on the lochan and boats for hire, with tuition also available by prior arrangement. Kill or sporting tickets available, ranging from £12 to £26. Reductions available for juniors, couples and OAPs. New clubhouse within the Laird’s Table Restaurant offering excellent food and drink.

**Craufurdland Fishery, Craufurdland Estate**
Fenwick, Ayrshire KA3 6BW
Tel: 01560 600569
Email: fishery@craufurdland.co.uk
www.ootfishing.co.uk

### Frandy Fishery

- Frandy is an upland reservoir based in the picturesque Ochil Hills on Gleneagles Estate, Perthshire. Fly fishing for rainbow, brown and blue trout in Scotland at its very best. The reservoir is well known for its scenic beauty and wide and varied bird life. Part of the reservoir’s attraction is its feeling of total remoteness although it is still very accessible, being just 45 minutes by road from both Edinburgh and Glasgow, and 20 minutes from both Stirling and Perth. We have 14 boats and a spacious fishing lodge available to the visiting fly fisherman.

**Cloan Hatcheries Ltd, Frandy Fishery,**
Glendevon, Dollar FK14 7JZ
Tel: 01259 781352 Mob: 0792 044 5664
Email: info@frandyfishery.co.uk
www.frandyfishery.co.uk
Whether you are a beginner or an expert the two well stocked lochans at the Green Frog in Moffat offer an easily accessible location to enjoy fishing. We offer both fly fishing and bait fishing with barbless hooks and regardless if you are on your own or with a group of family and friends, there’s always acres of space and a warm welcome at the Green Frog, plus a camping pod is available for hire when fishing. Contact form through web site for enquiries.

We also welcome visitors to our gift shop, café, garden centre and soft play area so there is something for all of the family to do!

The Green Frog, Hammerlands Moffat
DG10 9QL
Tel: 01683 221 220
Email: N/A
www.thegreenfrogmoffat.co.uk

Hillend Loch

Managed by Airdrie & District Angling Club, Hillend Loch, by Airdrie, is one of Scotland’s premier trout fishing locations. Established over 200 years ago as a reservoir for the Forth and Clyde Canal, the loch has become naturalised over the years and is fringed by mature woodland, moorland and meadow. The loch can be fished in many ways including fly, bait and spinner from the banks, and fly only from boats which can be hired. The loch is stocked weekly with brown, rainbow and blue trout. Hot food and drinks are available in the Lodge Cafe.

Hillend Fishing Lodge, Airdrie Rd, Caldercruix, by Airdrie ML6 8NY
Tel: 01236 843611
Email: airdrie.angling@btconnect.com
www.airdrie-angling.co.uk

Inverawe Fisheries

Superb Fly Fishing Centre with four lochs, stocked with prime hard-fighting Rainbow Trout, to give a good day’s sport for both the intermediate and expert fisherman. The Trout fishing ticket covers fly fishing on any of the three lochs – the Hydro Loch down near the river, the Inverawe Loch overlooking the house and the Lily Loch up in the woods. The tickets include a fish limit or catch and release. The Angling School is ideal for the beginner or those who want to freshen up on their technique. Salmon fishing available on the bottom mile and a half of the River Awe. Booking advisable for Angling School and Salmon Fishing.

Inverawe, Taynuilt, Argyll PA35 9HU
Tel: 01866 822808
Email: shoppc@inverawe.co.uk
www.inverawe-fisheries.co.uk
**Lochter Fishery**

Lochter is a beautiful 12 acre fishery set in the splendid countryside between Inverurie & Oldmeldrum with an open vista to Bennachie. We are a Troutmaster water. Our Fishery consists of 3 contrasting fly fishing lochs (1 being in the shape of a fish) and 2 bait ponds. We stock, on a weekly basis, fine brown trout. We like to welcome visitors & experienced anglers. A comfortable bothy with free tea & coffee, and an instructor on hand to teach both fly and bait beginners alike as we have plenty hire equipment to be found at Lochter Fishery.

Lochter, Oldmeldrum, Inverurie
Tel: 01651 872 787 / 872 000
Email: info@lochter.co.uk
www.lochter.co.uk

**Markle Fisheries**

Markle Fisheries provides some of the best small stillwater action in Scotland, with rainbow and brown trout to 20 lb plus. The 3 spring-fed lochs, (2 fly, 1 bait), are situated in the beautiful East Lothian countryside but are only half an hour’s drive from Edinburgh. Rod hire, tackle sales, flies, live bait, etc are available from our shop. Hot and cold drinks, ladies and gents toilets. We are members of the Association of Scottish Stillwater Fisheries and VisitScotland. Groups welcome. Ideal for novices whilst offering a competitive challenge for experienced anglers. Find us on Facebook.

Markle Fisheries, East Linton, East Lothian
Tel: 01620 861213 Mob: 07434 693464
Email: jonmarkleswift@gmail.com
www.marklefisheries.com

**Lomond Hills Fishery**

Open all year round and stocked weekly with rainbow and blue trout up to 20 lbs. Lomond Hills Fishery is family friendly and offers 3 mixed method reservoirs: Drumain, Harperleas and Holl which is the largest at 42 acres with 12 boats available and bank fishing. Other species include wild brown trout, perch and pike. Our facilities include on-site toilet, free rod and boat hire as well as electric outboard hire. We also offer free fishing lessons to beginners. No matter the level of angling experience and choice of method there is something for everyone to be found at Lomond Hills Fishery.

Strathenry Avenue, by Leslie, Glenrothes, Fife
Tel: 01738 665 393
Email: info@lomondhillsfishery.co.uk
www.lomondhillsfishery.com

**Loch Katrine, Guided Fishing Trips & Tuition**

Set in the heart of the Loch Katrine is regarded as one of Scotland’s best pike and wild brown trout fisheries. The Loch is 11 miles long, up to one mile wide, and over 500 feet at its deepest point. We offer fully guided day trips, tuition and boat rental. Please visit our webpage or call us for the latest updates and more information.

Loch Katrine, Trossachs, Stirlingshire
Tel: 0759 109 9826
Email: info@lomondhillsfishery.co.uk
www.fishlochkatrine.com
We invite you to fish Scotland’s best kept secret. Situated between the Rivers Spey and Dee, the Deveron includes runs of salmon and sea trout, however the brown trout fishing is exceptional with fish of 3 – 6 lbs not unusual. Marnoch Lodge is located in the middle section of the river and the fishing extends over 2½ miles. The beat has 12 named pools with many sections perfect for fishing the fly. Marnoch Lodge has a reputation for big fish – during the 2014 season a Marnoch Lodge angler was awarded the Morison Trophy for the biggest fish taken on the fly on the whole of the river. The season on the Deveron opens on the 11th February and closes on the 30th October.

Marnoch Lodge, Bridge Of Marnoch, By Huntly, Aberdeenshire, AB54 7UE
Tel: 07977 444 258
Email: info@marnochlodge.co.uk
www.marnochlodge.co.uk

Raemoir is located on Royal Deeside and is set in a very natural and picturesque location. We have three fly ponds that are well stocked with brown trout, blues and rainbow trout up to 15lb, and there is also a bait pond for children and beginners. We stock top quality trout that are in great fighting condition due to the prolific natural feeding. We have a very diverse insect population and we are regarded as an excellent ‘top of the water’ venue. There are friendly and helpful staff to offer advice and you can hire out all the tackle you need to have a great day out. During the months of April to September you are likely to see resident ospreys. Prices start at £5 in bait pond and £10 in fly ponds.

Raemoir Road, Banchory, Aberdeenshire AB31 4ET
Tel: 01330 820092
Email: enquiries@raemoirtroutfishery.co.uk
www.raemoirtroutfishery.co.uk

Come and experience fishing on the famous River Spey in quiet and tranquil surroundings on one of our four fishing beats. Located within easy reach of either Grantown on Spey or Boat of Garten. All beats come with well-appointed fishing huts and a full time ghillie.

Grantown-on-Spey PH26 3NQ
Tel: 01479 872529
Email: mail@strathspey-estate.co.uk
www.strathspey-estate.co.uk
A warm welcome awaits when you visit “Linnhe” – our luxury, self-catering holiday park in Fort William, which offers top quality holiday accommodation overlooking the wild and dramatic scenery of Loch Eil and the mountains beyond. Explore or relax and soak up the scenery in lovely surroundings with a private beach and free fishing.

Choose from an Alpine chalet, a caravan holiday home, a touring pitch or a camping pitch, for a fabulous holiday in Scotland. Only 5 miles from Fort William, the Outdoor Capital of the UK, and in the centre of the West Highlands, we are easily found on The Road to the Isles (A830).

Linnhe has every facility you might need for your self catering holiday in the Highlands of Scotland. Our lochside holiday park is maintained to 4 stars and has won numerous awards.

Touring caravans, motorhomes and tents all welcome, as are pets.

T: 01397 772 376 or visit www.linnhe-lochside-holidays.co.uk
Grayling

Great grayling fishing in some of the most beautiful and uncrowded rivers in the world.

Although grayling are not native to Scotland they have, since 1855, been stocked and are now naturalised in numerous rivers from the River Tay system south. Grayling rivers of note include the Annan, Clyde, Earn, Nith, Teviot, Tummel and Tweed. These rivers offer grayling fishing on par with anywhere and often at a day permit price that is much lower than in other countries.

The average cost of a day permit is around the £8 mark and they are nearly always freely available. Many permits can be booked online, with the permit immediately sent to your device. In Scotland we do not have a government rod license system and therefore once you’ve got your permit just head for the river.

The best of the fishing is said to be October and onwards through the winter. However many local anglers start fishing for them from late June, often using small dry flies in the #18 - #20 range. Top quality, 2lb plus grayling are regularly caught at this time on year.

Come winter, the grayling usually pack into tight shoals and it’s a case of hunting the water until you find them. Sport can then be fast and furious with lots of fish in the 1lb plus range and good numbers of 2lb – 3lb specimens.

A lot of the fishing is fly only but there is also scope for trotting bait. It’s just a case of checking local permit rules to see what’s allowed.

Catch and release for grayling is widely practised and encouraged as it’s seen to be particularly important with Scottish grayling. Research has shown that the catch rate for grayling in Scotland can be very high in relation to the total population.

It’s therefore essential to carefully return as many fish as possible so that Scotland’s great grayling resource can continue to thrive.

Grayling were introduced to the Clyde from Derbyshire in 1855, and in subsequent years to the Annan, Ayr, Earn, Nith, Tay, Teviot and Tweed, where they thrived and spread to some of their tributaries. It is worth noting that on many grayling rivers the use of a fixed spool reel is not allowed. However, assuming bait fishing is permitted, the use of a centre pin reel is perfectly okay.

www.fishpal.com/grayling.html

Seasons: There is no official close season for grayling in Scotland. The best times to fish are undoubtedly during the winter months when they are in peak condition. The days may be short but the weather can be surprisingly mild and the rivers are usually quieter than most visitors are used to.

www.visitscotland.com/fish
Coarse Fishing
Coarse angling in Scotland – an unforgettable experience.

Pike
Scottish pike fishing is second to none, whether you’re chasing your new personal best or just looking for prolific sport in a beautiful setting.

Myths of huge pike exist in many countries, but Scotland has evidence to back up its legends. Near New Galloway in south west Scotland, lies the grave of John Murray, who caught a pike said to weigh 72lb from Loch Ken in 1760. Its preserved skull, sadly now lost, was authenticated by the eminent ichthyologist Tate Regan in 1910. In Glasgow’s Kelvingrove Museum you can actually see the head of the ‘Endrick Pike’, found dead in Loch Lomond in 1934 and also reported as over 70lb.

Who knows whether giants like these still lurk in our lochs, but there’s no doubt that Scotland’s specimen pike stand comparison with any in the British Isles or Europe. Every year, lochs all over Scotland produce many fish of twenty and even thirty pounds - and sometimes one or two above the magic forty mark. What’s more, average sizes are generally good and because most waters see little angling pressure these are truly wild fish that tend to take freely and fight like the proverbial tigers.

Regardless of the size of fish you catch – or even when you’re not catching at all – pike angling in Scotland offers an experience you’ll not match anywhere else. Only in Scotland can you find your sport among such stunning surroundings, and maybe if you’re very lucky see a golden eagle wheel among the crags across the loch while you wait for a take? Sometimes it almost feels that landing a fish would break the spell, but don’t worry, there’s always more time to sit back and soak up the scenery and the wildlife.

You’ll find pike angling venues almost everywhere in Scotland. It’s not expensive –

Seasons: There is no official close season for coarse fishing and many fisheries remain open all year. Check specific dates with the owner of the fishery when making a booking. www.visitscotland.com/fish
generally under £10 per day - and getting access is simple. There are no rod licences and no coarse fish closed season; you just need to buy a permit, in advance, for your chosen water. These can be obtained from some hotels, village shops or Post Offices; and of course, local tackle dealers will sell permits and serve as a mine of information about the waters available nearby.

If you’re an experienced pike angler you no doubt already have all the tackle you need to catch Scottish pike by the methods you favour (though you should be aware that livebaiting is illegal here). However, even if you’re not a regular pike fisher at home, the chances are that you have other gear that will do the job. For example, a reasonably powerful carp outfit will generally be adequate for deadbaiting, while a medium / heavy spinning set-up will serve for most lure fishing. You’ll need to buy appropriate end tackle - especially wire traces – and maybe some suitable lures, but these items are not expensive and you’ll find tackle shops selling them, and frozen pike baits, in almost every town of any size.

The only exception, where specialist equipment is an absolute must, is fly-fishing for pike. This can be tremendously exciting, but you’ll need a purpose-made #9 or #10 weight pike or saltwater outfit, big flies, 20lb leaders and of course wire tippets. The first time you see three feet of angry pike take off vertically with your streamer in their mouth you’ll be glad of every penny you spent on the gear!

One thing that sometimes deters anglers from going after pike in the larger Scottish lochs is the scale of the venues concerned. Don’t let this put you off though. No matter what the size of the water, pike spend most of their time in the vicinity of features that attract their food species and provide cover to ambush their prey. They usually prefer relatively shallow water (say, 1 - 6 metres) and will tend to patrol or take up residence near weedbeds, bays, river mouths, gravelly points or islands. Find these and it’s odds on you’ll locate some pike.

A boat can be a great asset, especially on larger lochs. It opens up a wider range of fishing spots and with a modern fishfinder you’ll easily locate features and concentrations of prey fish. Some lochs have suitable boats for hire but many anglers bring their
We make a range of trout and salmon fly rods – including the Wee Loch Rod – recognised all over the world as one of the best travel rods you can buy.

simbarods.com

07976 591 717
simon@simbarods.com
Holly House, Tomaknock, Crieff, Perthshire PH7 3QH

Bespoke Scottish fly rods, hand-built by Simon Barnes

LOCH KEN enjoys a good reputation among anglers, particularly because of the pike, roach, perch and now bream caught in recent seasons. Catches indicate an increase in the size of fish being taken. Game fishing has also taken place at Loch Ken over many years.

Fishing Permits 2020 Prices
Fishing is allowed by permit only

TOURING AND CAMPING RESIDENTS
• £5.00 per day or £25.00 for 5-7 days.

STATIC RESIDENTS
• £10 per person for the duration of your stay.

DAILY VISITORS
• £8.00 per person, per day.
• Parking included.
• Children 10 years and under - no charge.

INVERGLOY RIVERSIDE LODGES

T: 01644 470282  E: office@lochkenholidaypark.co.uk
www.lochkenholidaypark.co.uk

TOURING AND CAMPING RESIDENTS
• Children 10 years and under - no charge.
• Luxury waterfront 2 & 3 Bedroom holiday homes for hire.
• Hardstanding waterfront touring and motorhome pitches with electric hook ups.
• An extensive tent field with electric hook ups.
• Reception/grocery shop open daily.

TOURING AND CAMPING RESIDENTS
• £5.00 per day or £25.00 for 5-7 days.

STATIC RESIDENTS
• £10 per person for the duration of your stay.

DAILY VISITORS
• £8.00 per person, per day.
• Parking included.
• Children 10 years and under - no charge.

THE PERFECT FISHING BREAK VENUE
for beginners or experienced anglers

Enjoy the great outdoors, relax and unwind with a Glamping Break at Gorsebank. Stay in a heated Glamping Pod, Timber Wigwam, Timber Tent or Glamping Bothies – some with wood-fired hot tubs. We have an onsite heated toilet and shower block as well as a camp kitchen and chill-out room.

tel: 01556 610174  |  email: gorsebank@googlemail.com
www.gorsebankglamping.co.uk  |  www.greenhillfishery.com

Stunning private accommodation situated in Lochaber, only 15 miles from Fort William Invergloy Riverside Lodges is one of the best kept fishing secrets. With 14 acres of mature woodland garden with beach frontage onto Loch Lochy, access to the River Gloy, facilities to launch boats, great fishing right from your doorstep and a fabulous stone barbecue on the beach for your catch of the day.

Each lodge sleeps up to 6 people in three bedrooms with secure decking to the front, a real wood burning stove for chilly evenings and breathtaking loch views. Casting Tuition and guided fishing excursions also available.

Invergloy, Spean Bridge, Inverness-shire PH34 4DY
T: 01397 712 684  E: info@invergloylodges.co.uk
www.invergloylodges.co.uk
own, in which case you should check out launch sites and fees in advance. You also need to check that your permit allows boat fishing as this is not always the case. Either way, going afloat on big Scottish lochs is not for the inexperienced or ill-equipped angler, nor will an underpowered or undersized craft do the job safely. Wind and wave conditions can deteriorate rapidly and dramatically, so check forecasts before setting out and never take chances. Tell someone your plans for the day and take a mobile phone for emergency contact. On many lochs an engine failure could leave you in an isolated spot, miles from your launch point, so ensure you have alternative means of propulsion such as oars or an auxiliary engine. Most of all, under no circumstances go afloat without wearing a proper life jacket.

No matter how or where you fish for them, please look after Scottish pike so future anglers can enjoy their sport. Employ safe rigs and bite indication, land them carefully with a suitable net, use proper unhooking gear and an unhooking mat, and get them back into the water alive as quickly as possible. And please disinfect or thoroughly dry out your landing net and weigh sling before coming to avoid importing any diseases or ‘passengers’. 
No matter what type of fishing you love doing, Scotland is the place to go.

Chris Tarrant OBE, TV presenter and angler
IN 2020, SCOTLAND CELEBRATES ITS YEAR OF COASTS AND WATERS

With beautiful Highland rivers, secluded island lochs and rugged coastlines, Scotland’s waters are made for world-class fishing.

Whether you’re a new angler or an experienced fisherman, Scotland’s Year of Coasts and Waters 2020 offers the perfect opportunity to discover your prime fishing spot.

Find out more at visitscotland.com/ycw2020
Join the conversation #YCW2020

Salmon fishing near Dryburgh
Sea Fishing

Scotland is the home to fantastic shore and boat fishing around its entire coast and islands. Nearly all of it is easily accessible and angling pressure is extremely light. Come and enjoy the best sea fishing experiences of your life, especially in the Year of Coasts and Waters 2020.

In Scotland you’re genuinely spoilt for choice when it comes to sea fishing. We offer almost everything from casting off golden beaches for flatfish, through fly-fishing for bass, to battling monster shark, skate or conger. Once you’ve decided what type of fishing you want to do, the next thing is to decide where to go. The good news is that the choice of venue seems almost endless as we have over 18,000 km of shoreline. To put that in perspective the whole coast of England is only around 4,000 km and that of France is even smaller.

You’ll also be pleased to know that, unlike many other countries, in Scotland there’s a right of responsible access to nearly all of the countryside and coastline, although there are some exceptions. The main condition to this access is that it’s exercised in a responsible manner. Please remember that this right of access does not include motorised vehicles and therefore you need to walk, cycle, horse ride, etc. to get there. For more information, see page 73.

In Scotland, conservation of sea fish is taken very seriously and catch and release is almost universally practised, except for the occasional fish for the pot. Big bags of dead fish are socially unacceptable. If you are going to take a fish, please remember that the UK has minimum size limits for all sea fish and these should always be followed. Bass are a slow growing species and are therefore particularly under pressure from exploitation. Because of this, full catch and release is recommended at all times. Full catch and release is also expected for common skate and all shark species.

What tackle to bring? Your normal sea fishing gear will probably be fine but if you’re unsure check out the Tackle and Clothing page in this guide for some hints. Nearly all the coastal tackle shops, and especially those in the major cities, carry a good range of equipment and many of them also stock bait.

Boat fishing is widely available and if you want to bring your own boat you will find numerous slipways and launch sites all around the coast. You sometimes have to pay a fee to use the launching site but most are free of charge. If you do go out in your own boat, please use common sense and make sure that you’re fully equipped with the correct safety and communications equipment. Like any sea, the weather can change very rapidly and therefore it’s essential to always check the weather forecast in advance and leave.

Seacliff beach, near North Berwick

Insider Tip

Scotland’s coastline can offer a diverse range of coastal fishing experiences from shore or boat. You’ll find shark species in the open water, and wrasse, pollack and conger eel in the rocks and kelp. Large areas of sand offer good fishing for skate, plaice and flounder.

If you’re planning to bring your own boat, it’s best to stick to the summer months as the sea can change quickly at other times. If coming in the winter, stick to professional boat hirers – and, anyway, they know where the fish are!

fishpal.com/sea.html

Seasons: There is no close season for sea angling so for good advice simply ask your local tackle shop, or easier still, go to www.visitscotland.com/fish
"ULTIMATE PREDATOR" and "GIRL KATHERINE II" are 2 boats which are based in Arbroath on the East Coast of Scotland and is operational all year round, weather permitting for Sea Angling, Boat Hire and commercial work.

Fishing Trips can be arranged for 3 - 6 hours either individually or in groups up to 24 Anglers. Both "GIRL KATHERINE II" and "ULTIMATE PREDATOR" can carry up to 12 passengers.
information with someone ashore about where you are going and when you intend to get back. Always keep an eye on the weather and if it starts to look changeable then it’s time to head home. The old saying of ‘if in doubt, don’t go out’ should always be acted on. There’s always another day.

So where are the best places to go? Many love the Solway Firth in south west Scotland as it has marvellous shore marks for everything from flatties and bass to cod and tope. There is also excellent boat fishing and professional charters available.

Heading up the west coast to Argyll and the Oban area, you’ll find the home of skate fishing for genuine monsters, with fish over 200lb. This type of fishing is strictly catch and release and is carried out from specialist, and very professional, charter boats.

Further north brings you to Wester Ross and Sutherland, and you’ll be lucky to see another angler, as there are so many incredible fishing spots. Even some of the best shore marks are hardly fished each year as angling pressure is so light. Shore fishing is king and just head for rocky areas with a bit of depth and lots of kelp. Here you’ll find pollack and coalfish to test any angler. For the boat anglers, charters are available at Gairloch and Ullapool in the summer months.

A special mention has to go to the sea fishing around the Outer Hebrides, Orkney and Shetland as they all provide absolutely fantastic fishing. They all offer great boat fishing for cod, halibut, ling, pollack and even porbeagle shark. The seas can get really big here and therefore stick to charter boats and local skippers who can read the ever-changing conditions. The Outer Hebrides has great boat fishing but is also very much suited for the shore angler.

Last but most definitely not least is the fishing down the east coast of the country. Here the coast is straighter but no less dramatic and beautiful. The land often tumbles off sheer cliffs into the waves, yet this can be right beside golden beaches that sweep along for miles and miles.

Charter boats are available at many of the numerous harbour towns that dot the coastline and the widespread shore marks are mostly easy to access. Particularly popular areas are Aberdeenshire, Angus, Fife, East Lothian and the Scottish Borders. Shore fishing possibilities are everywhere from rocky points, through harbour walls to sandy beaches. Local anglers especially favour from Aberdeenshire south. The shore fishing is year-round with November to mid-February seen as prime time for cod into double figures, and especially after a few days of strong onshore winds. Other species you can encounter include bass, flounder, mullet, plaice, pollack and wrasse.
Survive the Highlands

“This was the hardest thing I have done and I was pushed out of my comfort zone while developing new skills and friends for life. The instructors are incredible and the range of activities were fantastic. I can’t recommend this highly enough if you want to learn new skills, push yourself and have a hard but incredibly rewarding time.” Geoff W.

- Courses run June – September 2020
- Private groups and tailored courses welcome
- Payment plan available

Exclusive 10% off:
Use “Scotland10” when booking online or with our team

To get stuck into our 5 day “Survive the Highlands” course, please contact us:

📞 +44 (0)148 3 424 438
🏠 beargryllssurvivalacademy.com
Fishing is without doubt the perfect sport for all the family irrespective of sex, ability or age. You can make it as serious or fun as you want and there’s always space for the ‘expert’ and the ‘beginner’ to fish side by side. It’s also surprisingly affordable and there’s easy access to fishing spots almost everywhere throughout the country.

One of the greatest attractions of fishing is the fact that it’s not all about skill - luck definitely plays a part. Tales are legend of the beginner catching more and bigger fish than the expert. And many of the stories are actually true! You could be nine or ninety years old and your first fish could be a new record.

Having said all that there’s no question a bit of instruction is definitely a big help. People think nothing of getting professional lessons for golf, skiing or tennis and it should be the same for fishing. Luckily we have professional instructors spread throughout Scotland and they cover all aspects of the sport – coarse, game and sea. Many of these instructors are actually world champions or international competitors, but first and foremost they are skilled teachers who live to pass on their skills and passion to others.

Finding an instructor couldn’t be easier and a number of them are listed in this guide. Alternatively, a quick check online will put you in the right direction. Just choose the branch of sport you want to try and then contact the instructor. Always choose an instructor who has a recognised qualification and, more importantly, proper insurance cover. Instruction can be as an individual or in groups and all relevant equipment will be provided on the day. Costs are on par with fees charged by professional instructors in other sports.

On the day you just need to turn up, but always remember to bring some eye protection, such as sunglasses, and a hat.

---

I have gone salmon fishing in north east Scotland, which stands out in my memory as a particularly memorable experience.

Clive Anderson, TV presenter
A fabulous Sporting Estate with a 4-star country house hotel on the banks of the River Tay

With over 4 miles of double bank stretch, our ghillies can tailor your fishing break for both novice and experienced anglers.
These are the two essentials you should always get into the habit of wearing every time you go fishing, as hooks are quite sharp!

After your lessons, your instructor will happily advise on the best tackle that suits your style - and don’t worry because your budget will be taken into account. Yes, you can spend thousands of pounds on fishing tackle but you can also kit yourself out very well on a much more restricted budget.

Fishing is an especially great sport for youngsters and many local angling clubs have well organised youth sections that offer training and supervised visits to fisheries. Nearly every club also offers substantial permit discounts to young people.

A great place to learn to fish is at the commercial rainbow trout and coarse fisheries that are spread throughout Scotland. These fisheries are especially good for those with disabilities as many of them have especially adapted facilities to allow easy access for those with wheelchairs or mobility issues. Nearly all these fisheries also have shelters, toilets etc. and often refreshments and even tackle shops. Professional instruction can normally be arranged with advance notice.

The only real danger with learning to fish is that once you start, you’ll never want to stop!
Guides & ghillies

Get the most from your trip with some expert guidance.

One thing’s for certain, you definitely don’t have to be an expert to fish in Scotland, but it’s always handy to be able to call upon the help and support of a seasoned veteran.

There’s simply no better way to the most out of your trip than enlisting the help of a guide or ghillie. Those listed on these pages are only too happy to impart and share their knowledge with anyone who shares their passion for the sport, and as those who have used them will attest, they are well worth the money.

They are always open to share their expertise and enthusiasm for angling for those keen to learn a thing or two and are guaranteed to give the information required to make your fishing trip one to remember.

Even seasoned anglers can learn a thing or two from these unrivalled experts, and beginners can get on the track to success. The companies listed on these pages are certainly worth their weight in gold when it comes to enjoying your next trip.
Whether a beginner or seasoned angler, you'll find a guided fishing trip in and around Loch Lomond a very enjoyable experience! The Lomond system provides some of the best game and fly fishing available in the UK with day, weekly and season tickets available. Fully insured and RYA approved. We also have luxury self-catering accommodation within Carman Hill House formerly known as the Carman Waterworks. Ideally suited for two to six people. We can also incorporate a fishing and accommodation package within Carman Hill House (www.carmanhillhouse.co.uk). Pike fly fishing also in winter months.

Carman Hill House, Cardross Road, Renton, Dumbarton G82 4PY
Tel: 01389 499007 / 07887 746732
Email: info@thelomondangler.co.uk
www.thelomondangler.co.uk

A unique fishing experience with the Trossachs’ most famous ghillie. Whatever your level of ability, Doune Angling Services have a tuition package that can easily be tailored to your personal needs. Whether you have never held a fishing rod, or if you are the most steadfast of anglers, we can accommodate you. We are proficient in all types of fly fishing, both for trout and salmon. Beginners’ lessons are ideally one to one or small groups. Larger groups require 1 instructor for every 4 people as a minimum standard.

41 Buchany, Doune, Perthshire FK16 6HD
Tel: 01786 841692 Mob: 07968 798 028
Email: morrismeikle@gmail.com
www.morrismeikle.com

Professional and friendly guiding and tuition service for various fish species and tactics. Whether fishing for Salmon in one of Scotland’s famous rivers, or for pike or wild brown trout in a beautiful loch, we have it covered. We cater for solo anglers or large groups of all ages and abilities. As one of Scotland’s top guiding companies, we have exclusive access to the best private waters. Our guides are enthusiastic, highly experienced professional anglers, with the local knowledge for you to catch that fish of a lifetime! Tailor-made packages can include: accommodation, guiding, tuition, transport (pick up from Edinburgh or Glasgow), fishing tackle, licence, boat, and lunch.

Tel: 0759 1099 826
Email: info@profishingguidesscotland.com
www.profishingguidesscotland.com
WE’VE GOT EVERYTHING FOR TODAY’S ANGLER

The Glasgow and Edinburgh Angling Centres are proud to be the UK’s largest independent tackle retailer, servicing anglers from all over the UK and beyond. Our stores are packed with a huge range of fishing tackle, clothing and accessories, covering all types of angling including Game, Sea, Predator and Coarse fishing. All the biggest and best brands are here, giving an extensive range and unrivalled choice. This is backed up by a network of warehouses and suppliers from all over the world.

KNOWLEDGEABLE AND FRIENDLY STAFF
Our highly knowledgeable team of staff are always on hand to give help and advice on the best gear to suit any budget. In addition they have an in depth knowledge of local fishing spots and those further afield to help you get the best from your equipment. They offer, honest, unbiased and friendly advice, as they are all anglers themselves!

Www.FISHINGMEGASTORE.COM

OPEN WEEKENDS
We are famous for our fish-in evenings... come check out the latest gear, get free-hobos, and pick up a bargain or two! Glasgow hosts two open weekends in March and September. With Edinburgh’s open weekend is in July.

REWARD CARDS
Join the tens of thousands of loyal customers who are already turning points into savings. Open up online, or at the till, and you can start saving points on all new Glasgow Megastore purchases right away.

CATALOGUES
We produce Game, Sea, Game and Fly Tying catalogues. They are all packed full of everything you could need. Pick up a copy today, or sign up online to have the latest catalogues sent direct to your door.

FOR EVERYTHING YOU WILL EVER WANT OR EVER NEED FOR A GREAT FISHING TRIP TO SCOTLAND
**Tackle & clothing**

If you’re new to fishing in Scotland the following tips on gear, which are not intended to be comprehensive, should help.

**Scottish Weather**
Scottish weather can change very rapidly and you should always be prepared for this. Good waterproof clothing and waterproof boots are essential at all times. Bring warm clothing to be worn on the layered principle. Most Scottish game anglers wear chest waders as they help keep you warm and dry. When fishing larger rivers they are almost essential to effectively cover the water.

**Pike**
Pike fishing in Scotland often demands fishing in rugged terrain and therefore any tackle needs to be up to the job. Rods should be 11 ft or 12 ft and a test curve of around 3lb. Reels should hold at least 150 yards of 18lb line. Wire traces are essential with 30lb being an absolute minimum. Running ledger rigs or float rigs are regularly used. Popular deadbaits include mackerel, herring and rainbow trout. Frozen bait is readily available in tackle shops in the central belt but can become scarcer further north. Please remember that livebaiting is illegal in Scotland. For fly-fishing a 9 ft #9 or #10 rod is ideal. Floating line or intermediate is all you will need. Leader material should be 20lb plus and wire tippets are essential.

**Carp**
Use an 11 ft or 12 ft rod with a test curve of around 2.5lb. Lines from 10lb - 15lb, depending on underwater snags. Hook sizes #4 – #6. All the normal rigs and baits (such as bollies) are used in Scotland. Central belt tackle shops can provide all your needs with regards to bait and tackle.

**Other coarse species**
Normal rods, floats and other gear will be fine. Long pole (11 m upwards) fitted out with a range of elastics from number 4, for small silver fish, to 12 or 14 for tench on canals. 12 ft - 13 ft feeder rod with various tippets. Most feeder work in Scotland is on stillwater and they should still have some backbone for when long range is necessary. 13 ft medium or light action float rod for waggler fishing. All bait requirements can be bought in the larger central belt tackle shops. Further afield maggots, squats etc. can be harder to obtain.

**Grayling**
A 9ft or 10ft fly rod #5/6 is ideal. Leader material around 3lb - 4lb. A floating line is fine for most situations, although some intermediate and sinking poly tips can help. For bait, a 10 ft trotting rod is best. Many Scottish rivers only allow fly-fishing or specific types of equipment – always check in advance. Standard nymphs, Czech nymphs, dry and wet flies sizes #16 - #10.

**Rainbow trout**
All standard rainbow rods will do. Bring a full range of fly lines. Leader material in the 4lb - 8lb size. Buzzer fishing and dry fly is popular and highly successful. Standard lures and flies are effective everywhere.

---

**Wild Scotland is truly the place to fulfil the angling dreams of any free spirit.**

Matt Hayes, fishing TV presenter & photographer
Top Branded Tackle, Bait, Rod Hire, Expert Advice, only 1 mile from Glencoe

Camping Equipment, Caravan Spares, Hardware, Gardening,

Old Post Office, Ballachulish, PH40 4JB
off A82 near Glencoe. Tel 01855 811111
toolsandtackle.co.uk

M. McCowan & Son

We offer a very wide range of tackle suitable for all levels of fishing. From the novice to seasoned veteran. We can supply everything you need from rods, reels and lines to hooks, bait and much more. Worms and maggots are available during the summer season.

Whether it is sea angling, fly fishing or bait fishing come for a look. Brand names stocked include:

• Shimano
• Shakespeare
• Daiwa
• ABU
• Leeda
• Ammo and Baitbox frozen baits

email: mail@mmccowanandson.co.uk

43 High Street, Dalbeattie DG5 4AD | Tel: 01556 610270
50 King Street, Castle Douglas DG7 1AD | Tel: 01556 502009

www.mmccowanandson.co.uk

SCOTLAND’S PREMIER FLY FISHING TACKLE MANUFACTURER

www.mackenzieflyfishing.com
Designed by Fishermen for Fishermen

The Rob Roy is wonderfully situated in idyllic countryside at the gateway to Scotland’s first National Park and provides the ideal base for visiting the Trossachs.

Aberfoyle | 01877 382 245
www.robroyhotel.co.uk
Salmon and sea trout
The most popular fly rod for bigger rivers is a double handed 15 ft rod #10/11. For smaller rivers a 13 ft or 14 ft rod rated #9/10, or lighter, could be better. Bring a full range of lines no matter when you are fishing. It’s worth bringing a 10 ft single-handed #7/8 or a similar rated switch rod for low water conditions. Leaders should be from 8lb to at least 15lb. Fly sizes #6 - #14 will cover most things. Mainly in spring and autumn, tube flies are extensively used in sizes 1 - 1.5 inches or bigger. Sunray Shadows and hitch flies are becoming increasing popular. Barbless hooks are often required and treble hooks are often banned. For larger rivers a wading stick is a must. Life jackets are essential for boat fishing. Many now wear them when wading, especially on the big rivers.

For sea trout a 10 ft #7 rod, with floating and intermediate lines, will cover most situations. Classic sea trout flies include Teal Blue and Silver, Stoat’s Tail, Silver Stoat’s Tail, Peter Ross, Silver Invicta, Kate McLaren and Claret Bumble. Flies sizes #8 to #14 should be okay. Leader material around 4lb - 8lb.

Wild trout fishing
RIVER: A 9 ft #5/6 fly rod, with floating and intermediate lines, will cover most situations. However #4 rods are becoming increasing popular. Leaders around 3lb - 4lb and tippets down to 2lb. A selection of standard nymphs, wets and dries in sizes #18 - #10.

LOCH: A 9 ft or 10 ft #5/6 rod would be ideal although a #7 is still very popular. Bring floating, sinking and intermediate lines. Flies sizes #16 – #10. Traditional and bushy flies are very popular, especially the further north you go.

Sea Fishing
BOAT: Use 25lb - 30lb class boat rods or uptiders with multipliers. Lighter spinning gear for pollack, mackerel, bass etc. Terminal tackle to suit the terrain but hook sizes 1/0 up to 6/0, main line 20lb - 35lb and leads from 6oz to 2lb cover most eventualities. Wire traces to 80lb for tope, spurdog etc. A selection of artificial baits, jelly’s red gills, sand eels etc. All natural baits work and are often available locally. A floatation suit and life-jacket are essential when boat fishing.

SHORE: Use a stiff action 6oz - 8oz beachcaster for rock marks and a softer 4oz - 6oz rod for beach areas. Depending on the sea bed, 15lb - 35lb mainline with a 60lb shock leader. Hooks from size 2, for smaller flatties, up to 6/0 for cod, conger tope etc. Grip leads 4oz - 8oz are a must in most places. Fresh lug/rag all year round. Peeler crab from late spring through. These and other standard baits are often available locally.
Tackle shops

Get yourself kitted out.

Listed on this page are a few of the top tackle shops in Scotland, and places you should be heading to before you even start thinking about casting your first line.

It might sound obvious, but without the right equipment and the right knowledge you’re not going to catch anything.

You will be amazed at the sheer variety of tackle available in these shops, so be sure to make the most of the friendly and experienced staff you will find in every one of them.

No matter whether you just need some bait or a full set of fishing equipment - rods, reels, the lot, you’ll be pleasantly surprised by the great value and fantastic choice that’s available.

They’ll also be able to give you some words of wisdom and impart some local knowledge, that will make your experience of fishing in Scotland all the more enjoyable and memorable.

---

Bert’s Fishing Tackle

Shop with us today and find out where to buy Fishing Tackle with the most competitive prices around. We stock fishing equipment from all the major brands, including rods, reels, clothing and accessories from, Aftco, Abu Garcia, Daiwa, Fox, Greys, Leeda, Savage gear, Shakespeare, Shimano, Snowbee, Veniard, and Turrall. We also stock Tasmanian Devil, Mepps, Rapalla, Strike pro, 3D Suicide duck, 3D Rad/ Wever lures large stock of frozen bait for pike and sea baits. If you can’t find what you’re looking for on the site or need some good advice from practical, anglers you can contact us for a quick response, or why not come see us in person at Ayrshire’s best stocked Fishing Tackle Shop.

29 Eglinton St, Irvine, North Ayrshire KA12 8AS
Tel: 01294 274255
Email: bert@fishingshopirvine.co.uk
www.fishingshopirvine.co.uk
facebook.com/fishingshopirvine

---

Edinburgh Angling Centre

Situated in the Granton area of Edinburgh, Fishingmegastore’s Edinburgh Angling Centre opened its doors in August 2016. It’s a bright, modern state of the art fishing tackle superstore that’s customer centric and equipped with a huge range of fishing tackle to cater for every angler, including Game, Sea, Coarse and Predator with a fully equipped instore hunting and shooting department. The store is open 7 days a week and is highly accessible from the City of Edinburgh by car or public transport. There’s FREE parking for 150+ cars, a click and collect service, fresh live baits and frozen deadbaits. Friendly, helpful staff that are experienced anglers are always on hand to offer advice.

Granton Retail Park, 65 West Harbour Rd, Edinburgh, EH5 1PW
Tel: 0131 202 6351
Email: sales@fishingmegastore.com
www.fishingmegastore.com

---

Glasgow Angling Centre

The Glasgow Angling Centre is just off Glasgow’s M8 motorway a short taxi or bus journey from the city centre and this fishing megastore is literally brimming with fishing tackle and accessories for all types of anglers. Park up in the free on-site car park - it holds more than 300 cars so you won’t be stuck for a space.

The Glasgow Angling Centre has come a long way from a 5ft market stall in the Barras to become the largest independent fishing retailer in Europe with a 30,000sqft store that has always aimed to be a one stop shop for all anglers offering a vast range of tackle, for every aspect of angling and the best possible customer service and fishing tackle.

Unit 1 The Point Retail Park, 29 Saracen St, Glasgow, G22 5HT
Tel: 0141 212 8880
Email: sales@fishingmegastore.com
www.fishingmegastore.com
TACKLE SHOPS

James Bayne Fishing Tackle est 1938
James Bayne Fishing, situated in Callander since 1938, is the only fishing tackle shop in the Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park. We can provide all your fishing needs from, boat hire, rod hire, live and dead bait, flies, clothing, outdoor equipment, tents, sleeping bags, knives, welly boots and archery equipment, plus a small toy section to keep the kids happy. Guides and ghillies can be booked in advance. See our website www.fishingintherossachs.co.uk or call 01877 330218.

76 Main Street, Callander, Perthshire FK17 8BD
Tel: 01877 330218
Email: roger@jamesbayne.co.uk
www.fishingintherossachs.co.uk

Somers Fishing Tackle
Aberdeen’s premier fishing tackle shop and first port of call to fishing the River Dee, River Don or River Ythan. Our expert staff, anglers themselves, are happy to help with all types of fishing enquiry. We have a vast range of tackle from all leading brands including, Hardy’s, Greys, Daiwa, Airflo, Loop, Guideline, Shakespeare, Scott MacKenzie and Rio. We cater for beginners to experts. If you are planning a trip to fish the Royal River Dee for Atlantic salmon, or for “monster” wild brown trout on the River Don, or fantastic sea trout on the River Ythan come and see us - or get to know us online through our video on our website.

13 - 15 Bon-Accord Terrace, Aberdeen AB11 6DP
Tel: 01224 210008
Email: sales@somers-fishing.com
www.somersfishingtackle.co.uk

Sports and Model Shop
Ross-shire has amazing fishing in salmon rivers, wild brown trout lochs, pike fishing, stocked fisheries and in the sea. Andy at The Sports and Model Shop in Dingwall, just north of Inverness, has great local knowledge and can provide all the equipment and advice you need to go and catch fish (sorry, no dynamite allowed).

• Frozen bait and worms
• Rod hire available by prior request
• Permits available for the River Conon
• Many major brands stocked in store and online.

66 High Street, Dingwall IV15 9RY
Tel: 01349 862346
Email: sales@sportsandmodelshop.co.uk
www.sportsandmodelshop.co.uk
world-class fishing breathtaking scenery
Quite simply, it takes us the length and breadth of Scotland to visit thousands of different properties every year and grade them on the things we know matter to you. Things like the overall quality on offer and warmth of welcome to help you make a more informed choice. VisitScotland Quality Assurance—Quality you can trust.

An acceptable standard
A good, all round standard
Very good standard, with attention to detail in every area
Excellent—superb food where provided and friendly, professional service
An exceptional standard where quality, hospitality and service are hard to fault

Serviced accommodation establishments awarded gold stars have consistently achieved the highest levels of excellence within their star grading.

Taste Our Best
One way to ensure that you’ll enjoy great quality Scottish food and drink, prepared with care and delivered with passion, is to look for places that are part of Taste Our Best, our food and drink quality scheme.

Green Tourism—because we care
Businesses that work in a sustainable, environmentally friendly way are graded: Bronze 🌱, Silver 🌱, or Gold 🌱. www.green-tourism.com

We want you to feel welcome—find establishments that pay particular attention to your specific needs:

Walkers 🧥
Anglers 🎣
Classic Cars 🎒
Visiting Golfers 🛑
Field Sports 🏃
Ancestral Tourism ⛑
Experiencing Gaelic 🧵
Cyclists 🚴
Bikers 🚴
Golfers 🏌️‍♂️
Children 🍼
Groups 🎉
Pets 🐶

For any feedback or comments you may have on quality assured properties please email us on qa@visitscotland.com.
Only in Scotland can you find information and advice in so many places.

Our friendly information experts can offer advice on what’s on, where to go and book tickets for events, activities and transport. Our Shop Local initiative promotes local artisans so we’re sure to help you find the perfect gift from Scotland.

Our happy herd of Coo Vans will be on the moo-ve throughout Scotland, with our Coo-visors delivering excellent local advice. Look out for them at events and attractions and discover our top tips to make the most of your Scottish experience.

Our accredited iKnow Partners are based throughout Scotland and can offer tailored advice to help you make the most of your visit. Chat with them for insider tips about the must see attractions in the local area. Find them at visitscotland.com/iknow
Where to Stay
in and around Scotland

Accommodation adverts are colour coded by region

Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire
Argyll & The Isles
Ayrshire & The Isle of Arran
Dumfries & Galloway
Dundee & Angus
Edinburgh & The Lothians
Greater Glasgow & The Clyde Valley
The Highlands
The Kingdom of Fife
Loch Lomond, The Trossachs, Stirling & Forth Valley
Orkney
Outer Hebrides
Perthshire
The Scottish Borders
Shetland
Hillhead Caravan Park

Hillhead caravan park has 17 touring pitches, 17 of which have electric hook ups which have a 6 amp supply and all are on hard standing. Holiday homes are all fully serviced and in a quiet wooded setting on level grass. There is a central outdoor children's play area, a reception and a small library with books and DVDs. The toilet block has excellent facilities including integrated facilities for the disabled, a laundrette and indoor campers washing-up area; a charge is made for the laundrette facility but no charge is made for the hot water. Free WiFi.

T: 01467 632809
E: enquiries@hillheadcaravan.com
www.hillheadcaravan.com

Maryculter House Fishing the Dee

Just 15 minutes from Aberdeen International Airport and situated on the banks of the River Dee, Maryculter House is the perfect fishing retreat. The ideal location for fishing the mid and lower beats of the river, we are one of Scotland's most historic hotels, dating from the Knights Templars in 1225. Enjoy the beautiful surroundings, dine from our seasonal menus, take advantage of riverbank catering options, with fishing equipment and tackle available by prior arrangement. We feel passionately about supporting the maintenance of the River Dee and ensuring fishing stocks are protected. By adding £1 to each diner's bill and donating it to the River Dee Trust, we help protect the river.

T: 01224 732124
E: info@maryculterhouse.com
South Deeside Rd, Maryculter, Aberdeen AB21 6GB
www.maryculterhouse.com

Port Askaig Hotel

Situated at the main ferry terminal. Picturesque, family run Highland inn on the shores of the Sound of Islay, the ferry offers easy access to Jura, Colonsay & the mainland. Dunloshit and Islay Estate lochs are close by. Groups catered for. Our Starboard restaurant offers bistro style dining, with a full meal service in both bars and hot snacks available outwith main meal times. Our Port Bar, the oldest licensed premises on Islay, features a selection of Islay Malts and a selection of soft drinks available. Excellent coffee, wide range of teas and great selection of soft drinks available.

T: 01667 762617
E: enquiries@portaskaig.co.uk
5 Shorehead, Stonehaven AB39 1YJ
www.portaskaig.co.uk

**HOTEL**

**INN**

**SELF-CATERING**

**SPECIALS**

**SMALL HOLIDAY PARK**

**regondine**

**HIGHLAND LODGES**

**ARGYLL & ISLES**

**ABERDEEN & ABERDEENSHIRE**

**Inverurie**

**Kildrummy**

**Oban**

**Stonehaven**

**Port Askaig**

**Fishing the Dee**

**Cottages**

**Port Inn**

**Dunloshit & Islay Estate lochs**

**Portinn**
ARGYLL & ISLES

Royal An Lochan Hotel

The Royal an Lochan Hotel in Tighnabruaich offers stunning views of Loch Fyne. It is situated in the serene heart of Argyll and Bute and offers the very best in accommodation and hospitality. We have 11 bedrooms, 8 with stunning views of Loch Fyne, all bedrooms are well appointed and have large bathrooms. The local angling club regularly stocks attractive hill locks with brown and rainbow trout, day permits are available at the hotel. In the summer mackerel can be caught from the Tighnabruaich Pier and sea fishing can be arranged locally.

T: 01576 202490
E: reception@kingsarmshotel.co.uk
29 High Street, Lockerbie DG11 2JL
www.kingsarmshotel.co.uk

Burrowhead Holiday Village

Burrowhead Holiday Village is the ideal place to stay for sea fishing. We have a variety of apartments (sleeps 4) from only £40 per unit per night and a number of lodges (sleep 7) available from only £350 per week. Bookings are also available for touring and camping pitches. On-site facilities include: Family Headland Bar (entertainment most weekends) including games room, adults only Galloway Suite, shop, cafe/take-away, arcade, pitch and put, indoor swim spa and open air heated swimming pool. Freezers for storage of bait and catches.

T: 01988 501025
E: burrowhead@outlook.com
Loch of Whithorn, Newton Stewart DG8 8JB
www.burrowheadholidayvillage.co.uk

Holmpark Holiday Cottages

Holmpark Cottages offer 5 enchanting self-catering holiday lets on the east bank of the River Cree near the picturesque market town of Newton Stewart. They cater for two to four people in one double and one twin bedroom. Each of the extensively refurbished cottages feature a spacious and comfortable living room complete with Freeview television and DVD player, fully fitted kitchen and diner with cooker, microwave, kettle and toaster, a large shower room and a convenient free laundry and drying room. This beautiful area is a paradise for sea, coarse and salmon fishermen.

T: 01671 402499
E: mchholm@tiscali.co.uk
Holmpark Farm, Newton Stewart DG8 6NR
www.visitscotland.com/info/accommodation/holmpark-holiday-cottages-p207441

THE HIGHLANDS

Larch Cottage

Loch Shandra is a 22 acre loch situated about 1 mile from the accommodation (Larch Cottage) and the same distance from Kirkton of Glenisla. The fish are all native or stocked brown trout (no rainbow). There are 2 boats and also fishing the highlands has to offer just a short drive away. With a rod room and drying room facilities it is geared up for the fishers’ every need. Dinner can be taken in the bar or the hotel serves a traditional carvery every night in the restaurant. With a large selection of malt’s and great Cask ales the bar is the place to unwind with other fishers and local ghillies. Well behaved dogs are always welcome.

T: 01575 530258
E: jmiej@tiscali.co.uk
Hele of Rutheren, Airlie, Kirriemuir DD8 5NZ
www.eastmillholidays.co.uk

DUMFRIES & GALLOWAY

Burrowhead Hotel

Burrowhead Hotel is a traditional, family run hotel in the heart of Kirriemuir offering comfortable accommodation and facilities for functions of all sizes. The hotel offers a range of freshly prepared food, including bar lunches & suppers served daily. Situated at the gateway to the Angus Glens and close to many local attractions. An ideal base for hill walking, sightseeing, fishing and golfing. The town is well known as the birthplace of Sir J M Barrie, author of Peter Pan and Bon Scott who was lead singer with rock legends AC/DC. Scotland is a wonderful country with so much to see and do. Make the Airlie Arms in Kirriemuir the destination for your next holiday, short break, event or celebration.

T: 01575 280080
E: airliearms@outlook.com
4 St Maicemess Wynd, Kirriemuir DD8 4HB
www.airliearms.net

Glen Clova Hotel & Luxury Lodges

We look forward to welcoming you to our family run holiday country hotel at the foot of beautiful Glen Cloa in the Angus Glens (only 90 minutes from Edinburgh). The hotel offers en-suite guest rooms, luxury lodges with hot tubs, freshly prepared menus using local produce and genuine warm Scottish hospitality. In the hotel we serve a traditional carvery every night in the restaurant. The bedrooms are individually decorated and all have an en suite shower, TV, tea/coffee making facilities. For a 20% discount book direct with us mentioning VisitScotland.

T: 01575 550550
E: hotel@clova.com
Glen Clova, Kirriemuir DD8 4QY
www.clova.com

Achness Hotel

The Achness lies in picturesque countryside on the banks of the river Cassley at Rosehall. The area is famed for salmon fishing however there is a lot more to offer with some of the best trout fishing the highlands has to offer just a short drive away. With a rod room and drying room facilities it is geared up for the fishers’ every need. Dinner can be taken in the bar or the hotel serves a traditional carvery every night in the restaurant. With a large selection of malt’s and great Cask ales the bar is the place to unwind with other fishers and local ghillies. Well behaved dogs are always welcome.

T: 01549 441 239
E: info@achnesshotel.co.uk
Rosehall, Lairg IV27 4BD
www.achnesshotel.co.uk

Airlie Arms Hotel

The Airlie Arms Hotel is a traditional, family run hotel in the heart of Kirriemuir offering comfortable accommodation and facilities for functions of all sizes. The hotel offers a range of freshly prepared food, including bar lunches & suppers served daily. Situated at the gateway to the Angus Glens and close to many local attractions. An ideal base for hill walking, sightseeing, fishing and golfing. The town is well known as the birthplace of Sir J M Barrie, author of Peter Pan and Bon Scott who was lead singer with rock legends AC/DC. Scotland is a wonderful country with so much to see and do. Make the Airlie Arms in Kirriemuir the destination for your next holiday, short break, event or celebration.

T: 01575 280080
E: airliearms@outlook.com
4 St Maicemess Wynd, Kirriemuir DD8 4HB
www.airliearms.net

SMALL HOTEL

DUNDEE & ANGUS

DUNDEE & ANGUS

DUNDEE & ANGUS

HOLIDAY PARK

Prices from £80 ppn

SMALL HOTEL

Prices from £85 room only

SMALL HOTEL

Prices from £65 ppn

SMALL HOTEL

B&B prices from £60 ppn
THE HIGHLANDS

**Altnaharra Hotel**

The Altnaharra Hotel is the perfect getaway location for the outdoor enthusiast as well as those looking for a relaxing and tranquil retreat. This fantastic 14 bedroom hotel is one of the finest sporting hotels in Europe, at the heart of one of the world’s greatest fishing destinations. The hotel has boats available on the nearby lochs for brown trout, sea trout and salmon, including the renowned Hope and Naver. Open to non-residents with prior booking.

T: 01549 411222  
E: office@altnaharra.co.uk  
Altnaharra, Lairg, Sutherland IV27 4UF  
www.altnaharra.com

**Prices from £65 ppn**

**Cnoc Hotel**

The hotel is ideal for fishermen, as we are within a mile of the Farrar, the Beauly and the Glass, and offering permits for fishing on the River Glass. The Farrar, renowned for its fine trout and salmon fishing flows through two lochs, Loch Monar and Loch Benneachan. Also, within easy reach are some other wonderful fishing lochs. Following a relaxing day, you can return to the hotel to try our excellent meals at the award-winning restaurant, offering the finest of local produce. Or perhaps try the local beers in the Chisholm Bar, fully licensed from 12 noon every day.

T: 01463 761264  
E: enquiries@thecnochotel.co.uk  
Struy, Beauly IV4 7JU  
www.thecnochotel.co.uk

**Prices from £65 ppn**

**Culligran Cottages**

HOOKED! Come for a cast and you soon will be! The scenery is as striking and varied as the fishing on the River Farrar. Culligran Estate offers daily permits over its 3 beats and 30+ named pools, fly fishing only. [See advert in salmon fishing section] Choice of traditional Highland cottage (as pictured) or Norwegian-style chalet. 20 miles west of Inverness within a Special Area of Conservation.

T: 01463 761285  
E: info@culligrancottages.co.uk  
Glen Strathfarrar, Struy, Beauly IV4 7JX  
www.culligrancottages.co.uk

**Prices from £350 pw**

**Glenurquhart House Hotel**

Stay in one of our newly created self-catering serviced suites on the first floor of Glenurquhart House. Fishing for wild brown trout and salmon nearby with boats and Ghillies available for hire. Free fishing available for guests on Loch Meiklie just across the road. On the ground floor you will find our Italian Restaurant and bar where you can relax with a great meal and a dram by the open fire.

T: 01456 476234  
E: info@glenurquharthouseandlodges.co.uk  
Balnain, Inverness IV4 8JU  
www.glenurquharthouseandlodges.co.uk

**Prices from £70 ppn**

**Glenurquhart House Hotel**

**Bianachan Cottages**

The Bianachan Cottages are situated on the bank of the River Farrar, offering fishing on the River Farrar and Loch Monar. Home-grown Scottish cuisine. The rustic farm kitchen offers traditional Scottish cooking using freshly prepared local produce. Or perhaps try the local beers in the Chisholm Bar, fully licensed from 12 noon every day.

T: 01463 761264  
E: enquiries@thecnochotel.co.uk  
Struy, Beauly IV4 7JU  
www.thecnochotel.co.uk

**Prices from £350 pw**

**Meikle House**

Meikle House is a Scottish Tourist Board 4 Star rated holiday home set in a very attractive location, approximately 3 miles to the north of Aviemore. It is a detached, fully insulated house with which can sleep up to 9 adults in 5 bedrooms (2 double, 2 twin bedded and 1 single). The master bedroom has an en suite shower room, walk in wardrobe and a superb south facing Austrian style balcony with mountain views. There are 3 further bedrooms upstairs (with a separate bathroom - with bath and a double bedroom downstairs with separate shower room. On the ground floor there is a spacious lounge with log burning stove, kitchen / diner. Amenities include Wifi, washing machine/dryer and television.

T: 0784 594 1559  
E: neilhighmore@btinternet.com  
Aviemore PH24 1BT  
www.aviemoreholidayhomes.co.uk

**Prices from £600 pw**

**Meikle House**

**Glen Castle Estate Cottages**

Gordon Castle offers a range of accommodation options from the exclusive use 5* castle to one of the six luxury holiday cottages, sleeping between 2 – 8 guests. Nestled on the north east coast the estate’s situation is ideal for fishing, sailing or exploring whisky country with all just a few miles away. One of Britain’s oldest and largest walled gardens is also situated on the estate, along with their award-winning kitchen garden catering serving quality home-grown Scottish cuisine. Pictured is the idyllic Garden Cottage which overlooks Gordon Castle Walled Garden.

T: 0343 822244  
E: admin@gordon.co.uk  
Gordon Castle Estate, Fochabers IV32 7QG  
www.gordoncastle.co.uk

**Prices from £55 ppn**

**Highland Club Direct**

The Highland Club is a Benedictine Monastery with self-catering apartments on the shores of Loch Ness. With direct access for fishing on the Loch shore and many great fishing locations within close proximity, Highland Club Direct offers the perfect fishing getaway. Our luxury self catering apartments and cottages offer excellent Spa and sports facilities and are within easy walking distance of pubs, restaurants and shops. Enjoy a luxury fishing break throughout the ever changing seasons in the Highlands of Scotland with Highland Club Direct. Quote ‘Fishing’ for 5% discount off full price holidays.

T: 0331 777 7189  
E: info@highlandclubdirect.com  
St. Benedict's Abbey, Fort Augustus PH32 4BJ  
www.highlandclubdirect.com

**Prices from £150 ppn**

**Inver Lodge Hotel**

Overlooking Lochinver Bay in the Scottish Highlands, this hotel has an award-winning restaurant with picturesque views. It offers 5-star accommodation in an area famous for its fishing. Salmon and trout in abundance are a famous feature of the northern Highlands and a great attraction to anglers. The Inver Lodge Hotel is the ideal centre for the angler, with some excellent salmon fishing on the Inver and Kuirag rivers. The hotel also has access to boats on certain lochs around the area.

T: 01571 844466  
E: stay@inverlodge.com  
Lochinver, Sutherland IV27 4LU  
www.inverlodge.com

**Prices from £150 ppn**

**The Cnoc Hotel**

The Cnoc Hotel is situated on the shores of Loch Monar, renowned for its fine trout and salmon fishing. The hotel is ideal for fishermen, as we are within a mile of the Farrar, the Beauly and the Glass, and offering permits for fishing on the River Glass. The Farrar, renowned for its fine trout and salmon fishing flows through two lochs, Loch Monar and Loch Benneachan. Also, within easy reach are some other wonderful fishing lochs. Following a relaxing day, you can return to the hotel to try our excellent meals at the award-winning restaurant, offering the finest of local produce. Or perhaps try the local beers in the Chisholm Bar, fully licensed from 12 noon every day.

T: 01463 761264  
E: enquiries@thecnochotel.co.uk  
Struy, Beauly IV4 7JU  
www.thecnochotel.co.uk

**Prices from £350 pw**

**Glenurquhart House Hotel**

Stay in one of our newly created self-catering serviced suites on the first floor of Glenurquhart House. Fishing for wild brown trout and salmon nearby with boats and Ghillies available for hire. Free fishing available for guests on Loch Meiklie just across the road. On the ground floor you will find our Italian Restaurant and bar where you can relax with a great meal and a dram by the open fire.

T: 01456 476234  
E: info@glenurquharthouseandlodges.co.uk  
Balnain, Inverness IV4 8JU  
www.glenurquharthouseandlodges.co.uk

**Prices from £70 ppn**

---

**Gordon Castle Holiday Cottages**

Gordon Castle offers a range of accommodation options from the exclusive use 5* castle to one of the six luxury holiday cottages, sleeping between 2 – 8 guests. Nestled on the north east coast the estate’s situation is ideal for fishing, sailing or exploring whisky country with all just a few miles away. One of Britain’s oldest and largest walled gardens is also situated on the estate, along with their award-winning kitchen garden catering serving quality home-grown Scottish cuisine. Pictured is the idyllic Garden Cottage which overlooks Gordon Castle Walled Garden.

T: 0343 822244  
E: admin@gordon.co.uk  
Gordon Castle Estate, Fochabers IV32 7QG  
www.gordoncastle.co.uk

**Prices from £55 ppn**
**The Poolewe Hotel**

The Poolewe Hotel is a traditional Highland hotel and restaurant, on the shore of Loch Ewe near Gairloch on the north west coast of Scotland. Set amidst dramatic Highland scenery, it is the perfect place to stay for trout and salmon fishing in the nearby lochs. Visit the world famous Inverewe Gardens less than a mile from the hotel. We also have a choice of thirteen en suite bedrooms and suites, all enjoying spectacular views. In addition, we host an excellent restaurant, conservatory dining area, and a bar. Log fires in all the public rooms add to the friendly atmosphere of this historic inn. The hotel is dog friendly and there is ample Parking and Wi-Fi.

T: 01445 781769
E: poolewe.hotel@hotmail.co.uk
T: 01445 781769

**Inchmurrin Island**

Inchmurrin is the largest & most southerly island in Loch Lomond. At 113 ha it is also the largest island island in the UK. Along with the islands of Crench, Torrinch & Inchcalloch, Cnoc Hill to the east and Ben Bual to the south west, Inchmurrin forms part of the Highland Boundary Fault Line. Our self-catering accommodation is popular with anglers and you will find a range of different properties. Guests are most welcome in our restaurant and bar. Shorter term lets also available. Mainland slopage and trailer storage plus berthing on Inchmurrin included in price.

T: 07796 606 321
E: morag.scott@btinternet.com
www.inchmurrin-lochlomond.com

**Ford House**

Fully furnished, comfortable house and byre centrally located in Benbecula overlooking South Ford to South Uist. Ideal location for all outdoor enthusiasts. Plenty of sea and freshwater lochs for fishing to enjoy through local Angling Club and Estate waters.

T: 01870 602268
E: williammuncaster123@btinternet.com
www.fordhousehebrides.co.uk

**Heather Isle Chalets**

Heather Isle Chalets will provide the best answer for you. Each chalet sleeps 4 and together will accommodate parties of up to 8 people and provide a wonderful base from which to explore all the natural outstanding beauties these islands have to offer.

T: 08185 860 329
M: 0776 015 1729
E: contact@heatherislandchalets.com
www.heatherislandchalets.com

**Lochboisdale Hotel**

Established in the late 19th century, Lochboisdale Hotel was established as the go-to Fishermans’ hotel. Situated in the bay next to the ferry terminal, the hotel boasts beautiful views out to Canna and Rum. A rod room and drying room are available for all guests. Rooms start from £70 per person per night. With a peat fire and serving local produce, Lochboisdale Hotel is full of character and charisma.

T: 01878 700322
E: karen@lochboisdale.com
www.lochboisdale.com
Prices from £150-£424 pw

Achray House Hotel

Achray House Hotel is situated in the picturesque village of St Fillans, with uninterrupted views over Loch Earn. While offering upmarket accommodation and much-praised food, we are also conveniently situated for a number of short walks including the TIm between St Fillans & Comrie, the South Loch Earn Walk and the Glen Goinean Intake Dam walk. For the more adventurous, mountain hikes can be accessed around St Fillans or Comrie.

T: 01796 472882
E: admin@achrayhouse.com
www.achrayhouse.com

Prices from £95 prpn

Perthshire

Ballathie House Hotel & Sportsman’s Lodges

Ballathie is a country house in the truest sense. Situated within its own 1,500 acre estate, this 4-star hotel enjoys an enviable location on the banks of the infamous River Tay. Ballathie is a great base for a range of country pursuits – with over 4 miles of double bank fishing available on the Tay, and the estate’s own ghillies to look after you, a fishing break at Ballathie can be tailored to suit perfectly. 3-star Sportsman’s Lodges also available.

T: 01350 883268
E: fish@ballathiehousehotel.com
Stirling, Perth, Perthshire PH4 4QN
www.ballathiehousehotel.com

Perthshire

The Famous Bein Inn

Tayside is known as the region of rivers because it contains many magnificent rivers large and small and most have abundant stocks of fish. The Famous Bein Inn enjoys a peaceful, rural location in the area and is the perfect base for your fishing trip. We are renowned for our friendly welcome and relaxed, informal atmosphere. All our bright, spacious bedrooms have modern facilities such as en-suite bathrooms, colour TV & direct dial telephone. Our chefs use the finest local produce to create traditional and imaginative menus at an affordable price.

T: 01577 830216
E: enquiries@beininn.co.uk
Glenturk, Perth PH2 8PP
www.beininn.co.uk

Perthshire

Kinloch Arms Hotel

Situated on the 3 borders of Angus, Perth and Tayside our family run rural hotel is the ideal base for your fishing break. After an enjoyable day in the water fishing what’s better than your favourite tipple in our lounge bar with our friendly locals, followed by some fantastic Scottish culinary fayre prepared by award winning chef Mark Bulle. After a restful night in one of our 5 luxury en-suite bedrooms it all starts again the next day with a hearty Scottish breakfast.

T: 01828 640251
E: paula49k42@yahoo.co.uk
Kirkliston Arms Hotel, Midgley PH2 8RN
www.kinlocharmsmeigle.co.uk

Perthshire

Clint Lodge Country House

Clint Lodge country house, situated near Melrose in the stunning Scottish Borders. We are delighted to offer luxury bed and breakfast accommodation for individuals, families or private small conferences in beautiful surroundings. Guests can enjoy the rural splendour of our refurbished nineteenth century sporting lodge, but stay within easy access of the major Scottish Border towns.

T: 01578 722231
E: thelauderdalehotel@gmail.com
1 Edinburgh Road, Lauder TD2 6TW
www.coldinghamloch.co.uk

THE SCOTTISH BORDERS

Lauderdale Hotel

Located in the Royal and Ancient Burgh of Lauder and ideally situated for fishing along the salmon waters of the Tweed. The Lauderdale offers a warm and welcoming atmosphere, comfortable spacious rooms and a wide selection of freshly prepared food and locally produced beers and spirits available all day in the bar in front of a log fire. Free guest Wi-Fi available throughout the hotel and a drying room is available.

T: 01578 722231
E: thelauderdalehotel@gmail.com
1 Edinburgh Road, Lauder TD2 6TW
www.coldinghamloch.co.uk

THE SCOTTISH BORDERS

Milton of Fonab Caravan Park

A quiet family-run caravan park on the banks of the River Tummel 1/2 mile south of the picturesque town of Pitlochry. Touring pitches and static caravans for hire. Free trout fishing for caravan customers from the banks of the park. Salmon fishing within walking distance can be booked at the reception or in advance by calling 01796 472882. Online booking is now available.

Prices per week from £424 for statics and from £150 for touring pitches.

only a 5 minute walk to Pitlochry Festival Theatre and Bell’s Blair Athol Distillery.

T: 01796 472882
E: info@fonab.co.uk
Bridge Road, Pitlochry PH16 5NA
www.fonab.co.uk

PERTHSHIRE

PERTHSHIRE

PERTHSHIRE

PERTHSHIRE

THE SCOTTISH BORDERS

THE SCOTTISH BORDERS

THE SCOTTISH BORDERS

B&B prices from £110 pppn

Milton of Fonab Caravan Park

www.beininn.co.uk

THE SCOTTISH BORDERS

WELCOME WALKERS WELCOME WALKERS WELCOME CYCLISTS WELCOME FIELDSPORTS FIELDSPORTS WELCOME
WHERE TO STAY

Queens Head Hotel
Small family run hotel in the centre of Kelso. Comfy and clean with a friendly, busy bar with a small restaurant serving freshly prepared food. Awarded best hotel bar in Scotland by BestBarNone the last two years running. Two minutes from the River Tweed and Kelso with many independent shops not to mention two golf courses, shooting schools, bowling club, cricket, football, rugby, tennis, curling, skating clubs and an up to date skatepark as well as many walks and cycleways to keep you busy.

River Till Holidays Orchard Cottage
The Orchard Cottage is a charming detached property that overlooks the private stretch of the River Till in beautiful North Northumberland. A 4 Star Tourist Board Inspected with very comfortable accommodation for 5 persons, and fishing for 3 rods. The River Till is good for sea trout, salmon, grayling and brown trout fishing and is a 200 yard stroll away. Fishing Lessons can be organised. Fishing can be taken exclusively for the week or part of the week. Day rods are available as well. A super family base with fully equipped Games Room with snooker; table tennis, an outside tennis court, cycle paths, and glorious walks to the nearby beaches.

Smialholm Mains Cottages
Our two cozy holiday homes, Jocks Cottage and Craggs Cottage can be found on our award winning farm within the splendour of the Scottish Borders, where the idyllic countryside envelops. If fishing’s your thing, where better than the banks of the River Tweed. Kelso is on the banks of the Tweed River but we also have the Rivers Teviot and Eden running through the Scottish Borders. We can help point you in the right direction for equipment and fishing permits or if you have all of that, picnic supplies. Shooting, golf, horse riding, cycling, walking, bird watching, sight-seeing, shopping and relaxing are all in abundance.

Wheatsheaf Hotel and Restaurant
A warm welcome awaits you in the Scottish Borders at The Wheatsheaf Hotel and Restaurant. Your home away from home while exploring the beautiful scenery and historical sites of North Northumberland and the Scottish Borders. Situated half way between the vibrant cities of Edinburgh and Newcastle Upon Tyne and only 12 miles from the coast and the historic town of Berwick Upon Tweed. Enjoy a relaxing evening in our renowned restaurant with a wine selection from around the world and over 30 single malt whiskies. Dog friendly accommodation available.

©Paul Barr
Lake of Menteith, The Trossachs
The Loch Rannoch Highland Resort sits on the banks of Loch Rannoch, in the picturesque village of Kinloch Rannoch, in Perthshire, Scotland.

Loch Rannoch and the surrounding area is great for fishing. There is an abundance of brown trout, pike, grayling and even salmon to catch making for a great sport. Permits are usually easy to get hold of, with many local shops, hotels and angling clubs offering the chance to purchase a pass. The resort is dog friendly and welcomes pets to enjoy the vast spaces around the resort.

Every Lodge has a beautiful view of the loch and the hills beyond with its own conservatory with large panoramic windows and sliding doors or an outside space. Sit back and enjoy the beautiful sunsets, the wildlife and stunning scenery from the luxury of your lodge.

The Avenue, Kinloch Rannoch
Perthshire
Scotland PH165PR

T: +44(0) 1796 471 850
E: admin@lochrannochhighlandclub.com

www.lochrannochhighlandclub.co.uk
the ultimate fishing destination

© Colin G Riach
with a unique class of angling fishing
Discover Orkney & Shetland

With some of the world’s oldest architecture and magnificent archaeological sites, rich culture, festivals, breath-taking coastlines and fascinating wildlife - Scotland’s Northern Isles are the perfect destination for you to explore this year.

Your journey begins as you set sail with NorthLink Ferries. On board you’ll be able to enjoy many comforts before arriving at your destination feeling refreshed and ready to begin your island adventure.

With regular sailings from Scrabster and Aberdeen, travelling to Orkney and Shetland is more convenient than ever before.

Start your island adventure in style with NorthLink Ferries

St Ninian’s Isle is connected to Shetland’s South Mainland by one of Europe’s finest natural sand causeways.

Considered to have some of the best locations in Scotland for bird watching, the Northern Isles are home to over 106 bird species, including the signature puffin.

www.northlinkferries.co.uk

Operated by serco

NorthLink FERRIES
Travel

Getting to Scotland
Direct flights into Scotland operate all year round and fly from many major European cities, Canada, the United States of America, the Middle East and Asia. Flying to Scotland from the UK and Ireland couldn’t be simpler, with flight times to Edinburgh and Glasgow around one hour from London and Dublin. Aberdeen, Inverness and Dundee can also be reached in under two hours.

AIRPORT INFORMATION
Aberdeen
T: 0344 481 6666
www.aberdeenairport.com

Aberdeen
T: 0844 481 5555
www.aberdeenairport.com

Glasgow
T: 0131 338 5780
www.edinburghairport.com

Glasgow Prestwick
T: 0131 338 5780
www.edinburghairport.com

Glasgow
T: 0344 481 6666
www.aberdeenairport.com

Glasgow
T: 0844 481 5555
www.aberdeenairport.com

BY RAIL
There is a fast, efficient, cross-border railway service from London’s King’s Cross to Scotland and good links from other main English cities such as Birmingham and Manchester.

First TransPennine Services
www.tpexpress.co.uk

National Rail Enquiries
www.nationalrail.co.uk

East Coast Main Line
www.lner.co.uk

Virgin Trains
www.virgintrains.co.uk

Sleepers
Caledonian Sleepers are the overnight train services operating between London Euston and Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Inverness and Fort William every night, except Saturday.

Caledonian Sleeper
www.sleeper.scot/

BY SEA
There are frequent ferry services from the continent to the north of England, which is within easy reach of the Scottish Borders and Dumfries & Galloway.

DFDS Seaways
www.dfdsseaways.co.uk

P&O Ferries
www.poferries.com

Stena Line
Belfast - Cairnryan:
2 hours
Up to seven sailings daily
T: 01304 44 88 88
www.poferries.com

Stena Line
Belfast - Cairnryan:
2 hours 15 minutes
T: 08447 707 070
www.stenaline.co.uk

BY COACH
Scottish Citylink is the largest operator, linking over 200 towns and cities across the country.

ScotRail
T: 0344 811 0141
www.scotrail.co.uk

BY TRAM
Edinburgh Trams operates a 3.7 mile tram route between Edinburgh Airport and York Place in the city centre.

T: 0131 338 5780
www.edinburghtrams.com

BY FERRY
Scotland has hundreds of islands, so ferries are very important. Many of our islands can be found off the west coast - the Inner Hebrides, Outer Hebrides and the islands of the Clyde Estuary. Orkney and Shetland can be found to the north of the Scottish mainland.

Argyll Ferries
www.argyllferries.co.uk

Caledonian MacBrayne
www.calmac.co.uk

John O’Groats Ferries
www.jogferry.co.uk

Northlink Ferries
www.northlinkferries.co.uk

Orkney Ferries
www.orkneyferries.co.uk

Pentland Ferries
www.pentlandferries.co.uk

Buses

BY RAIL
There is a fast, efficient, cross-border railway service from London’s King’s Cross to Scotland and good links from other main English cities such as Birmingham and Manchester.

First TransPennine Services
www.tpexpress.co.uk

National Rail Enquiries
www.nationalrail.co.uk

East Coast Main Line
www.lner.co.uk

Virgin Trains
www.virgintrains.co.uk

Getting around Scotland

BY AIR
There is an excellent internal air network connecting the islands and several regional airports to the main airports of Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Glasgow & Inverness.

BY FERRY
There are many companies which offer competitive car hire rates, among which are:

Alamo Rent-A-Car
www.alamo.co.uk

Arnold Clark
www.arnoldclarkrental.com

Avis
www.avis.co.uk

Budget
www.budget.co.uk

easyCar
www.easycar.com

Enterprise Rent-A-Car
www.enterprise.co.uk

Europcar
www.europcar.co.uk

Hertz
www.hertz.co.uk

Sixt Rent a Car
www.sixt.co.uk

MOTORHOME HIRE
Several companies provide motorhome hire, including:

BC Motorhomes
www.bcmotorhomes.co.uk

Motorhome Rental Centre
www.motorhomentalcentres.com

Nevis Campers
www.neviscampers.co.uk

Car Hire

BY CAR
There are many companies which offer competitive car hire rates, among which are:

Alamo Rent-A-Car
www.alamo.co.uk

Arnold Clark
www.arnoldclarkrental.com

Avis
www.avis.co.uk

Budget
www.budget.co.uk

easyCar
www.easycar.com

Enterprise Rent-A-Car
www.enterprise.co.uk

Europcar
www.europcar.co.uk

Hertz
www.hertz.co.uk

Sixt Rent a Car
www.sixt.co.uk

FURTHER INFORMATION
Traveline Scotland
T: 0871 200 2233
www.travelinescotland.com

Traffic Scotland
T: 0800 028 1414
www.trafficscotland.org
Find all you want to do in Scotland.

Use the map to help plan your fishing trip in Scotland - you’ll find all the major towns and cities, along with all the airports, railways, ferry routes and main road networks.

VISITSCOTLAND.COM
WHERE TO FISH
THE GREEN FROG MOFFAT

- **GARDEN CENTRE**
  Stocked from April - October with plants that flourish in the Scottish Climate.

- **CAFÉ**
  Open 9:00 am - 5:00 pm seven days a week, serving meals, snacks, hot & cold drinks.

- **SOFT PLAY & FAMILY DINING**
  Relax and enjoy a great Caffia Coffee or take lunch whilst the kids play safely.

- **PETS & PET FOODS**
  Come see our pets, we also stock a range of pet foods for cats & dogs.

- **GIFT SHOP**
  Our small gift shop is stocked mainly with locally made gifts & curios.

- **CARAVAN SITE & STORAGE**
  Our small CL site is open all year round for caravans and motorhomes.

- **BAIT & FLY FISHING**
  Enjoy a day’s bail of fly fishing in one of our two well stocked lochans.

- **STAY AT OUR PODS**
  Come and stay in one of our cozy glamping pods.

The Green Frog
Hammerlands, Moffat DG10 9QL
01683 221 220

www.thegreenfrogmoffat.co.uk

NEWTYLE BEAT

River Tay Birnam By Dunkeld
Ghillie Andy Gunn 07715257610
www.newtylesalmonfishing.com

ERIGMORE
QUALITY SELF CATERING ACCOMMODATION
Beside the River Tay
Birnam by Dunkeld Perthshire
01350 727236
book online www.erigmore.co.uk
Enjoy Scotland’s outdoors

What does the Scottish Outdoor Access Code mean for anglers?

Enjoy the outdoors responsibly

Everyone has the right to be on most land and inland water providing they act responsibly. Your access rights and responsibilities are explained fully in the Scottish Outdoor Access Code.

Whether you’re in the outdoors or managing the outdoors, the key things are to:

- Take responsibility for your own actions
- Respect the interests of other people
- Care for the environment

Responsible behaviour by anglers

Although access rights do not extend to fishing, anglers should be aware that people can exercise their access rights along riverbanks and loch shores, as well as on the water.

Anglers need to be careful when casting lines to be aware of where people are on the water and on the land. If a kayaker, canoeist or other person on the water is close by, wait until they have passed by before casting. If you have a line in the water, allow people on the water to pass at the earliest opportunity.

Standard hand signals exist to allow safe passage through the water for kayakers and canoeists. The angler must point to the route where the paddler should pass and not to where the line is (Hand signal 1). A raised hand with palm towards the paddler (Hand signal 2) indicates that they should wait until the line has been secured. They should be allowed to pass at the earliest opportunity as it can be difficult to maintain position in flowing water. Indicating where you would prefer kayakers, canoeists or rafters to pass by can help but be aware that it might not always be possible for them to follow the route you suggest.

Hand Signal 1

Hand Signal 2

Visit: www.outdooraccess-scotland.scot for further information on this and other outdoor sports and activities.
Before use in Scotland ensure your equipment is not carrying the highly contagious *Gyrodactylus salaris* (Gs) parasite, which has the ability to wipe out freshwater salmon stocks.

**What is the Gs Parasite?**
The Gs parasite is a highly contagious bug that has devastated wild salmon stocks.
The Gs parasite is not currently found in the UK and we want to keep it out of Scotland’s rivers.

**Here’s what you need to do**
To ensure your equipment is not contaminated, please take one of the following precautionary measures:

- Completely dry equipment (e.g. waders, fishing equipment, bags, canoes and windsurf gear) at the minimum temperature of 20°C for at least 2 days **or**
- Heat for at least 1 hour at above 60°C **or**
- Deep freeze for at least 1 day **or**
- Immerse in a solution* suitable of killing Gs for at least 10 minutes

*Virkon ® Aquatic (1%), Wescodyne (1%), sodium chloride (3%), and sodium hydroxide (0.2%).

For more info go to: [www.gov.scot/gsbug](http://www.gov.scot/gsbug)
We are lucky in Scotland that we do not have many of the worst fish diseases. Should these diseases get into the country they could potentially change our unique fishing experiences forever.

It is therefore essential to keep these diseases out and there are a number of simple, common sense steps that a visiting angler should take.

• All anglers should make sure that their fishing tackle, nets, clothing, waders and wading boots are completely dry before coming to Scotland. Some fish diseases can be spread on damp material.

• Never bring live fish into the country or try to move them from one water to another. Apart from being illegal this is a classic way of spreading disease.

• If coming from outside the UK, it is extremely important that all tackle, nets, waders and fishing clothing is thoroughly disinfected before arrival. Many waters ask anglers to sign a declaration before fishing to show that they’ve either not fished overseas within three months or, if they have, that they have disinfected their tackle in advance. If this has not happened they will not be allowed to fish until all the equipment has been treated.

Of particular concern is the parasite Gyrodactylus Salaris (GS) as it is deadly to Atlantic salmon. If it got into Scotland our salmon would have no resistance and would die. Whole rivers would no longer be able to support salmon and getting rid of the disease is extremely difficult. Anglers travelling from areas which are not free of the disease, and especially Russia, Scandinavia, Portugal, Spain, France and Germany, must ensure that their equipment is disinfected.

Insider Tips

Equipment should be cleaned thoroughly and then treated to kill any parasites by either:

• Drying at a minimum temperature of 20 °C for at least two days.

• Heating for at least one hour at a temperature of 60 °C.

• Deep-freezing for at least one day.

• Immersion in a solution suitable for killing the parasite for a minimum of 10 minutes. Suitable solutions include sodium chloride (saltwater, 3%), sodium hydroxide or solutions known by their trade name as Virkon or Wescodyne.

Whilst GS is extremely dangerous, there are other deadly diseases that affect other game and coarse species as well. All it takes is one simple mistake and one of these diseases could get into the country. So always follow the guidelines above and help keep Scotland disease free.
Our passionate and experienced local guides at Screaming Reels Scotland will arrange your guided fishing trip amidst some of Scotland’s most spectacular scenery. From individual to groups and both novice or seasoned anglers we aim to accommodate your every need. All equipment, transport, lunch, tuition and permits can be supplied.

Call: 07974 083409 (Dave) or 07470 080747 (Dan)

E: fishing@screamingreelsscotland.co.uk

www.screamingreelsscotland.co.uk

Barrio Fly Lines

Designed in Scotland ... cast with confidence all over the world

At the heart of your fishing ... lies a great fly line!

www.flylineshop.com

FISH IN SCOTLAND

TO VIEW AN ONLINE VERSION OF THIS GUIDE GO TO

WWW.VISITSCOTLAND.COM/FISH

The River Tweed at Dryburgh, Scottish Borders
In Scotland, fish conservation is taken extremely seriously and catch and release is widely practised and actively encouraged. The vast majority of anglers fully support this as they know that if wild fish can’t spawn in sufficient numbers their fishing will dwindle away. This is especially so with game and sea fishing as coarse anglers have always had a tradition of returning fish.

On some salmon rivers catch and release is obligatory for all or part of the season. Spring salmon are given special protection and in Scotland it’s an offence to kill any before 1 April. As female (hen) salmon are seen as being particularly important, there is a strong emphasis on these being safely returned. Coloured salmon (one that’s not silver) should always be returned. These fish are getting ready to spawn and, apart from anything else, are not good to eat.

When salmon fishing, your permit or permit provider will explain what you can or cannot kill and other rules applying to your fishing. On beats with ghillies they will keep you right. The ghillie always has the final say and if he says it goes back, it goes back!

Wild brown trout are an extremely valuable Scottish resource and most anglers now practise catch and release, even if it’s not compulsory. Of course, you may retain a few where that is permitted and sustainable, but the sight of large baskets of trout being killed is nowadays strongly frowned upon.

The days of thinking the sea will provide endless fish are long gone and nearly all local anglers only take what they can eat and carefully return everything else. This covers all species and with skate, shark, tope etc. catch and release is always expected. If you’re on a charter boat the skipper will fully explain what is required.

On nearly all rainbow trout waters catch and release is actively encouraged, with cheaper, purely catch and release permits often being sold.

When releasing any fish common sense says that they should be handled as little as possible before being returned to the water. When handling fish always make sure you’ve wet your hands first as this will save damaging the fish. Use two hands to support a salmon and never lift it by its tail as this will damage its back. Always place a fish gently into the water and make sure that it’s fully recovered and can swim off under its own steam before letting go. If at all possible, don’t remove fish from the water when unhooking them. The longer a fish is out of the water the greater the chance of it dying - even if it seems to swim off safely.

The use of barbless hooks is strongly encouraged and on some waters is compulsory. If you’re using a landing net it must, by law, be knotless.

I’ve always loved visiting Scotland, as, apart from anything else, it has what I think is the best fishing in the world.

Sir Ian Botham, cricket legend
LOCH LOMOND ANGLING
IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION
L.L.A.I.A.
Managed by Anglers for Anglers

Loch Lomond
River Leven
River Endrick
River Fruin
Clyde Estuary
Gareloch

Day
Weekly
& Season Permits
Available
For Juniors
& Adults

Nether Boreland
COACH HOUSE

• Perfect location for fishing holidays in and around Lockerbie
• Twin & double rooms available
• Guest sitting room with open log fire
• TV free WiFi available in all rooms
• Pets welcome
• B&B prices from £65ppn

For detailed information on permits visit
www.lochlomondangling.com
0141 353 5004
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME

Wild Camping

Please camp responsibly, in particular by taking away all your litter, removing all traces of your tent pitch and not causing any pollution – for further information see the Scottish Outdoor Access Code:

www.outdooraccess-scotland.scot

Take extra care and follow any local advice when parking cars or campervans. Please note, responsible access rights within the Scottish Outdoor Access Code do not extend to motorised transport. If you’re planning to travel in a motorhome or campervan check with the landowner before you stop or book a pitch in a nearby camping park.

Upper Annandale Angling Association

Fish for Salmon (catch and release), Sea Trout, specimen Grayling and seriously BIG wild Brown Trout

The association has 9 miles of the river. We have one 4 mile beat north of Lockerbie (Appleeath Beatt) and another 2 mile beat south of Moffat (Upper Beatt), mostly both banks.

Day or week permits are available locally or online with PayPal.

Also all species full season permits from 25th February to 15th November are available from Andy Dickson, or through our website with PayPal.

Our Season rates are a bargain if you intend to fish the Annan for more than a few days.

Under 16’s must have a permit but fish free.

No Rod Licence required.

For more information contact
Andy Dickson on
T: 01683 300592
M: 07971 764022
E: andy.dickson1@yahoo.co.uk

www.upperannandaleangling.co.uk

www.netherboreland.co.uk

www.riverannanan.co.uk/upper
Safety considerations

Fishing, like other water-oriented recreations or pastimes, requires continual awareness of the hazards of being in, on, or close to that environment. The consequences of an error of judgement, accident or the thoughtlessness of others can result in drowning.

- Whether you can swim or not, a properly fitting life jacket or buoyancy aid should be worn whilst in any small boat.
- Alcohol contributes to more boating accidents than all other causes.

Standing up or moving about within a boat is the major cause of man overboard and capsize accidents.

Overloading is a common cause of accidents.

The weather can often change very quickly in Scotland so particular care should be taken when afloat.

The angler and the environment

Anglers are the great watchdogs of the water and its environment. If you see any signs of pollution, distressed fish, or other wildlife, then you should report this to the fishery manager or appropriate authority. Your prompt action could stop a minor incident turning into a major disaster. Reports should include 'what' has been noted, 'where' the occurrence was seen, 'when' the event was noticed and 'the extent' of any pollution or other problem.

The Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) emergency hotline for reporting pollution and fish in distress: 0800 80 70 60.

For birds or other animals in distress then telephone the Scottish SPCA hotline: 03000 999 999.

Here is a quick guide to some of the main laws that can affect anglers in Scotland, at the time of writing. Please remember that this cannot be taken as a fully comprehensive list. Always make sure that you have the appropriate permission and permit before starting to fish.

Salmon and sea trout

It is a criminal offence for any person to fish for, or take, salmon or sea trout without written permission or legal right. This includes any part of the sea within 1.5 km of the mean low tide mark. No Sunday fishing is allowed. The killing of any salmon before 1 April is an offence. All salmon rivers are now graded on their conservation levels. This means that, by law, some rivers are fully catch and release. Rivers will also have their own local regulations and these should be clearly laid out on your permit.

Brown trout and other freshwater fish

It is a criminal offence to fish for, or take, these species in areas covered by Protection Orders without written permission or legal right. Protection Orders are local regulations and cover some fisheries in Scotland. For more information on these, go to www2.gov.scot/Topics/marine/Salmon-Trout-Coarse/coarse/protectionorders

Loch fishing

It is a criminal offence to fish in any freshwater loch or reservoir that is in single ownership without permission. It does not matter what species of fish you are trying to catch. It is the act of fishing that is the offence and therefore you do not have to actually catch anything.

Close season

The close season for brown trout is from 7 October to 14 March, inclusive. There is no legal close season for coarse fish or rainbow trout. The salmon and sea trout close season varies from river to river. It is not a criminal offence to fish for brown trout on a Sunday but local regulations may prohibit this.

Permits

Your fishing permit will tell you what restrictions there are on the number of rods, methods etc. that you can use. It will also list close seasons and times.

Rod licence

There is no government rod licence in Scotland, with the exception of the Border Esk where you need an English Environment Agency rod licence.

Sea angling

There is a general public right to fish in the sea and in some tidal reaches of rivers. However this does not cover fishing for salmon or sea trout.

Livebaiting

Livebaiting with fish, or any other vertebrate, is illegal in Scotland.
Go online and explore your options

www.visitscotland.com/fish is a valuable resource when you are planning your trip to Scotland, with content including:

- A downloadable/accessible version of this Fish in Scotland Guide.
- Search for ghillies and guides – whatever your level or ability, there are many companies that offer lessons for beginners and those looking to brush up on their technique.
- A link to the FishPal website – get up-to-date information on Scotland’s fishing river levels, catches and local services.
- Search facilities for Scottish fisheries.
- Quality assured fishing – link to Association of Scottish Stillwater Fisheries (ASSF) website.
- For those new to fishing – read about first-time experiences on salmon fishing on the River Tweed in the Scottish Borders.
- Wild camping – fancy waking up beside your favourite fishing spot? Find all the information you will need for camping in Scotland’s great outdoors.

You will also find listings of accommodation to suit your needs and requirements, whatever your budget.

www.visitscotland.com/fish
There is no question that this is the finest and most productive stretch of water in Scotland.

Augustus Grimble, The Salmon Rivers of Scotland

One of the most historic and prolific stretches of water, Gordon Castle's fishing is unparalleled. With eight miles of double bank fly-fishing on the world renowned River Spey – our catches of wild salmon are amongst the most sought after in Scotland, if not the world.

Gordon Castle is an ideal fishing holiday destination – offering up to 40 rods per day across eight beats, accommodation ranging from the exclusive use 5* Gordon Castle to our historic self-catering cottages. All fishing holidays are individually tailored to requirements and include dedicated ghillie support for guidance or tutoring. All of the Gordon Castle beats are fly fished with between three and six rods and, in the interests of conservation, a catch and release policy is practised. We offer a variety of fishing throughout the year, with the salmon season running from 11th February to the end of September. From June onwards the salmon are at their most prolific. However, the ardent fly-fisher may prefer the earlier season when the “springers”, although fewer in number, provide the fiercest fight and a great sense of achievement when caught.

Gordon Castle, Fochabers, Morayshire IV32 7PQ

t: +44(0)1343 820244 | e: admin@gleco.co.uk | www.gordoncastle.co.uk
Fish in Iconic locations...

Cottages and Cabins to Award Winning Glamping all set in Stunning Scenery in the heart of Scotland. Offering a choice of four stunning locations and with some Fishing spots which are considered to be the best in the world.

Loch Tay Highland Lodges
Perthshire, Scotland
01567 820 323

Letham Feus Park
Nr Lundin Links, Fife
01333 351 900

Sauchope Links Park
Crail, Fife
01333 450 460

Braidhaugh Holiday Park
Creiff, Perthshire
01764 652 951

www.largoleisureholidays.co.uk